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FOREWORD 
Thi~ effort for development of concepts for g~nerating 
optimum vertical flight prof ile~ that minimize fuel or direct 
operating costs was supported under NASA Contract No. NASl-l5497, 
by Langlev Rescar<:h Center, Hampton, Virginia. The project 
Technical Monitor at Langley Re~earch Center was Robert E. Shanks. 
Technical discussion and suggestions from Mr. Shankl, and Samul'l 
A. Morello. Charll's E. Knox. ana Kathy Sanuns of Lan:'ley Research 
Center and Heinz Erzbergc'f of NASA AIDc:,; }{(>scarch Center are 
gratefully acknowledged. 
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SUMMARY 
The objective of this project is to develop and evaluate one or more 
algorithu'; and flight management concepts for the on-board minimization 
of fuel or direct operating costs. These concepts are to be used for 
steering a CTOL aircraft in the vertical plane between fixed origin and 
destination airports along a given hodzontal path. 
In this report, algorithms for Al'nerating minimum fuel or minimum cost 
vertic.al profiles are derived and examined. The option for fixing the time 
of flight is included in the concepts developed. These algorithms form 
the hasis for the design of an advanced on-board flight maragement system. 
The variationH in the optimum vertical profiles (rFsulting from these con-
cepts) due to variationH in wind, takeoff mass, and range-to-destination 
are next presented. Fu~l savings due to optimum climb, free cruise alti-
tude, m,d absorbing delays enroute arc l'xamined. l'inally, the results 
are su~®arized, and recommendations are made for further Walk. 
Five apptmdices are included which give technical details of optimum 
trajectory design, steering requirements for following these trajectories, 
modeling th~ aircraft. and off-lin~ computer programs for te6ting the con-
cepts. Th~ two comput~r program~ dl~veloped are called OPTIM and TRAGEN, 
anti they are available from the Computer Software Management Tnformat ion 
Center, Barrow Hall, University of Georgia. Athens, Georgia 30601. 
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UNITS 
In this report, the common British units used by U S. aircraft 
manufacturers are given in parentheses after a numerical ~alue is first 
presented in mks units. Note that pounds mass and pounds force are both 
used rather than using slugs as a measure of mass. Here, the common de-
finition of one pound mass equals (1/32.2) times one slug mass (1 slug -
32.2 Ib sec-1ft.) is used. 
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t};s,aga of fuel for 81r t:t'al1iiS':Qrtat~ou by nu,n:etbG 301. OJ<le of ehes,m 
advs,11tCelUl:lluts is dll'VelO'p;:ill;gth& ae1Uty to fly eacm a1rera£t slQ!Ll:S pro-
f11ss wh1I'!h~. Mtal fta1~umptwlll. 
IaC'l:&uins ls:1~'Q.r ~sts and p~l tiam Oil air trawl t:i.l!:l;& malta :i.t d.-
strahl& to minimisB b:oth fuel usaam alild the flight time. 'fhiSBa factors 
moti'1ftt\9 tlitlll seareila £o·r a flex1b.l$ pr~ed~re for IlmBratitlt a r&faranem 
fl.ight prof:Ue which Mtl m.1n.1J:rJ1ZQ th11l total cost of au operatio'11 hstW'MU 
two a1:rp:orts. 
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ea..rcial airl1D.. U1aht profilu ara proeatly leuratad uaina 
p.eu.do-optia1ut:Lo11 proeadura. G'lven .. ruaouble k:nowlea"a ot the jet 
.trua, computer proara. hued 0J1 d)'1lAill1c pr~lrNtlll.'Lna tachn.f.quu ta.t 
a .eria. of horiaontal patba hetween the de'p..arture .tId de.t1t:llltioll point. 
to find the o'o,e provid1nf& millimua co.t. The horiloutal path. t •• tad 
are predeterm1nad, aDd they typically c.oWl1st of a .ari •• of iueerc01l-. 
ucted •• pants between voR/mm and tACAJI Itat1011s. 'l'be vertical path 
then CO'll.Iisti of a fixed Mach number/indicatad air.p. profUe for cl1mb 
and de.cent combined with a .erie. of llt·'P cbanse. in altitude dur1111 
cruise. Tba altitude leep chan, ... tt'I' ",':.lvemad by predeeerm.1Ln&d fuel 
burnaff ratae and air traffic contro.i. V.te) cone id.ra t ions • This report 
is focu.ed on variou. aspects of computins improved vertical profile •• 
This computational procedure should be capable of minimbins fuel 
usage, tlisht time, or a combination of the.e variables (dir'l!ct operatins 
cost - DOC). F'urthermore, it should be computationally efficient and 
implemented so that it can be US$d by the pilot while airborne to chanse 
the flisht profile in case of change in weather conditions, final deAtina-
tion, or desired arrival time. Finally, this procedure should serve as 
a means of automatically driving the aircraft control surfaces and angine 
throttle settinss. One IIlement of the work summarized in this report Is 
the development of a procedure that can be mechanized on-board to achiave 
the near-opt imum pa th. 
Before continuins with specifics, it is important to mention some 
relevant background concerning the control of flight time. Jet transport 
aircraft and their associated flight schedules have traditionally been 
designed to move passengers and cargo rapidly, and cruise speeds have been 
kept near the maximum design values. Because of air transportation's 
efficiency, this industry has enjoyed a rapid growth even though airport 
and terminal area congestion is becoming a critical problem. Terminal 
area congestion can produce significant time delays and requirements for 
aircraft holding patterns to absorb these delays. Thus, we have the con-
dition where aircraft fly at high speeds to terminal areas where they 
then may have to hold for over 30 minutes or even divert to an alternate 
airport because of congestion. In 1975, average arrival delay was from 
3 
........ . 
2.9 - 4-6 minute. at 91 of the bUlie.t U.S. airport. [5]. It i. projected 
that with the pre.ant .y.t .. , thi. delay will ,row to an avera,e of 8.4 
minute. by 1990. Tne.~ delaya can e .. ily con.ume any fuel laved from flyin, 
a minimim fuel profile to the terminal area (6]. 
Con.ider al.o that to reduce operating COlt., the air tranaport 
indu.try ha. been aradually chanaing flight path characteristic. from one. 
that empha.ize .peed (fast ~ervicej minimum time - dependent COltS) to 
one. that tend to minimize a combination of time-of-flight and fuel. AI 
fuel price. continue to climb, it is expected that the nominal flight 
path characteristics will eventually approach those of minimum fuel trajrc-
tories (which take a lonser time). A hOlt of flight management avionic 
.ystems are now appearing which may enable automatic or manual guidance 
along reduced DOC flight path. (e.g., [ill. 
Another element which i. affecting the evolution of our airitrans-
portation system is the technological advancement taking place in communica-
tions capability and digital computer equipment on the ground. The ATC 
management is taking advantage of these advancements to upgrade their system 
through further uses of automation [8]. This includes the eventual develop-
ment of algorithms and software to command flight profiles which (a) mini-
mize fuel, (h) provide orderly metered traffic in and out of terminal 
areas, and (c) are conflict free. Thus, the ATC sYl:)tem will be able to 
~nticipate congeRtion and inform the pilot of what his delay will be be-
fore h0 reaches the tprminal area (i.e., the controller will assign the 
pilot a deRired time-of-arrival that is conflict free). 
A ~econd important element of this effort has been the extension of 
tlte optimization procedure to include the fixed time-of-arri"al constraint. 
lld~ e.,a !;'Os 1 on is based on three assumpt ions: 
a) that aircraft will soon be nominally flown along minimum fuel 
vertical flight ;)aths, 
h) that delays of variabl~ length will occur at destination ter-
minal ar~as becauqe of congestion. and 
C) thp ATC syst·>m ".ill ht, able to predict delay, inform the pilot 
of th~ magnitud~ of this delay whil~ h~ is enroute, and give 
hin, cH·dit for absorbing tht:' dl'lay enroutl. 
lids studV' (>valu.ltt'~ the ht'neftt of ahsorhing df:'lavc.; E'nruut, 
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Previoua a1pifieaDt work 1n paaratin.1 o,t:iala "ertical fl1Jht patba 
that aiuilllbe fual. or d1rlit!t Opet'olt:l.a& co.ta are s!~rtaal iu lafs. , lAd 10. 
lehults ad kpt.,ky d.,.lop.-d uth ... Uea1 toluta_ of tta. lIli:LiIua f.-1-
fixM r ... -Uud t:t. probl_ [U 1. IrwiD dna10pect tba ecae.,t \)f .tr .... 
tesie control [5. 121 fA which eontrol of arrival. tiM Cl.1ll .. till" to redac. 
f, s,c ••• fwal that r.sult. ft'01I dalay.. Alae, t~ ,rw:i.ou. :* bued meeer-
ina work of the MAlA I..at\aley ltaff for fliaht te.t:J.na ,rofile ele.ceta OIl 
the T.rnU.n.4l CODfiaurad Vehicle (fCV) aircraft Claonatratd the practicality 
of tha.e .olutiou [13}. Tha.e ta.U variti.c1 previoua .imulatiol1 studies 
cO'nducted by NASA and PM peraO'nMl. [14]. 
The NASA TCV ~lrcraft provide. a vital link in te,tina the fea.ibility 
and verify ina the expected perfo't"1!l&llCa of both the advanced airborne fli&ht 
Ill81\alement and ATt:: automatio'n .yst.... The objective of this project hal 
b.en to provide both profile optim.iution cQ'nceptl and work1nl modale to 
be a part of an advanced flilht man8.lament Iystam deailn. Thia d .. ilD may 
eventually ba flilht tested 00 the Tev aircraft. 
Thi. report ia organiled aa follows: 
a). In Chapter II, alsorithma of methods for Setlerating optimum 
vertical profiles are derived. These methods have many optiona 
including the ability to fix the time of flight (i.e., the 
time-of-arrival). TI1ese procedures also form the basis for 
spec ifying on-board mechanization requiretilents. The algorithms 
have been coded into a computer program called OPTIM. 
b). In Chapter Ill, a presentation is made of an evaluation of thp. 
optimum vertical profiles using OPTIM and a program called 
TRAGEN. TRAGEN simulates an aircraft following a given ver-
tical path (optimum or otherwhe). Sensitivity results are pre-
sented of the variation in the optimum profile as a function of 
variations in wind, takeoff mass, and range-to-deEtination. 
Advantages of using free cruise altitude and fixed time-of-
arrival options are also presented. 
c). Chapter IV sUll1lll4rizes the study. It also makes recommendations 
regarding further work required to upgrade the computer prograrus 
and to mechanize the optimization techniques as part of an advanced 
fli~ht management system. 
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Appendice. A throuah E are pre.ented to live technical detail. of trajectory 
optimization, modelinl detail. of turbojet eosine performance, medium 
ranle twin-jet transport aircraft dynamics, and climb fuel burn estimation. 
and .teerinl requirement. for followinl a reference vertical fliaht pro-
file. 
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The priMry aubj.-ct ad,draa.ed boera is bow to fly to. aircraft 1Ii1 
the vartieal plana att .. the bori-sontal path bu ba •• ,ecified. 'l"hat 
ii, the orisin, dutituat:i:oo, hoTi.outal route, _tarUn. aDd adtal 
altitud •• awl airspaeds, and takeoff man are fixad. Tba probla then 
is to choo •• tha vertical fUsbt profile (altitude, airapead, thrult, and 
fHsht path anale ttM hi'torie.s) to mtlli1nisa coat. 
In this chapter. an algorithm ia first derived which sel~e •• s the 
buis tor saneratins an opt:i.mua vertical profile. This profile can either 
be seneratad bet ore flisht or as a backsround computation wile in fliSht. 
Thi. derivation is bas.d on trajectory optimization principles which ere 
outlined in the first part of Appendix A. 
After the method of senarating opttmum profil •• i. explained, 
example climb and descent profiles are pusented for two classes of air-
craft. Then, mo·difications to the optimization alsorithms are described 
which allow the user to fix the time length of tha flisht. 
Derivation of the Optimization Algorithm 
A set of nonlinear differential equations describing a point mass 
model of the aircraft longitudinal motion is adequate to describe the 
vertical motion of the aircraft for optimization purposes [16].. This model 
is. for no wind, 
• 
mV - T cos a - D - mg sin y, 
a 
• 
mV y ... T sin a + L - m& cos Y, 
a 
h ... V sin y 
a 
x - V cos y 
f 
m ... -w. 
7 
ii' 
(1) 
Hera, tha .tata variabla. ara tha trua air.peed V t fli,ht path anala " 
a 
altituda h. horizontal ranaa x, and .... a. Tha control variabla. ara tha 
thru.t T and anala-of-attack a which are both .. plituda liaited. Tha vMri-
• abla. lift L and dra, D ara function. of h, Va' and a. The fual flow w 
i. a function of h. Va' and T. Tha.a equation. ara analo,ou. to Eq •• (A.l) 
in Appendix A. Tha co.t function to be mintailed i. of the form, 
· Jtf(Cf • ) J w + Ct dt 
to 
(2) 
where Cf and Ct are the unit co.ts of fuel ($/kg($/lb» and tfme ($/hr). At 
thi. point. the final time t f i. fre.. The problem il to chool. tha .~qu.nce 
of controll (T and a) that drive Eqa. (1). a.tiafy the initial and final con-
Htraint~, and minimize the coat of the flight, as governed by Eq. (2). 
For general trajectory shaping, the flight path angle dynamic. can 
be negl~cted, and it can he a •• umed that the angle-of-attack a ia small. 
Then, the equations of motion of the aircraft in the longitudinal plane 
are 
• V 
-
(T-O)/m - g sin 'r , 
a 
• h • V sin 'Y • a 
x • V cos + V 
a w 
wh<.!rl' t Ill' lon~ 1 tud inal compont'nt of the wind veloci ty is included. 
An early attempt at obtaining simplified solutions to the minimum 
tlme-to-climb and minimum fuel-to-climh problems was made by Rutowski [15J 
lIsing graphjcal m~thods. He also suggest~d that the aircraft could adequa-
telv b~ represented in such a problem by its specific energy state, 
The use of this state assumes that kinetic and potential energy can be 
instantaneously interchanged. 
8 
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..., 
Sry.on, o..ai, and HoUMn (16) uaed the enerl), ,tate approxillation 
aad differentiated Sq. (4) to obtain 
• ! • V (T - D)/ .. a 
a. the ainSh equation of IIIOtion. Thh ... 1JIDeCI that 11ft L balanced 
weight ~, and true air.pe.d Va wa. treated a. a control variable. 
Now, ba.ed on the previoua r .... rch.ra' experi.nc., the .pecific 
enersy and its derivative are defined according ~o Eq •• (4) and (5). The 
first and .econd of Eq", (3) arc replaced with Eq. (5), 
Consider again the co.t function of Bq. (2). What i. act~lly de-
.ired is to minimi.e the cost in flyiDi from origin Pl to destination P2' 
where the time of flight t f i. conaidereG for now to be free. The cost 
function can be chansed to have rdDle aa the independent variable by 
dividina Eq. (2) by the expression for rMnge rate, or 
J • 
The remaining 
dE 
- -dx 
• 
• j P2 (C f w+ Ct ) dx \' cos y + V 
a w 
Pl 
8tat~ eq ua t ion (Eq. (5» 
dE / dx 
dt dt 
(T-D) 
mg 
t:. f P2 de d • - x dx 
PI 
ablo is changed as 
This n~~lects fuel flow as a function of distance. Practical experience 
[171 has shown that as long as th~' current value of aircraft weight (mg) 
is used in Eq. (7), th il"i simpl it i I.'at ion is ,lppropriate. 
Equations (h) and (7) are combine'. using the procedures outlined 
in Appendix A to fonn the Hamiltonian, 
9 
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(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
H • 
• 
51£ + ). !! dx dx 
• Cf W + Ct + AVa(T-D)/ .. 
V COl Y + v a W 
Aa can be •• en, tht. Haailtonian allows for penalilthl of ti .. , it 
• a.aum •• no pcrticular form for the fuel flow w, aad it take. into 
account the horbontal component of the wind V • 
w 
Note, a&ain however, that none of the te~ in 14. (8) are .xplicit 
functions of the ind.pendent variable x. Then, accord ina to the arlument. 
a •• ociated with Eq. (A.12) in Appendix A, this Haailtonian i. a constant. 
This Ir~atly facilitat •• obtainina the optiaum profile .olution. 
Aaain, assume that the thrust T i. a function of the eng in. pr ••• ur. 
ratio (EPR) .etting n. The two control variable. can then be consider.d 
to be n and true airdpeed V for this simplifi.d dynamic model. (Th ••• 
a 
arsu~~ntti can he ~xtended 80 that the conventional controls - throttle and 
elevator deflection - are Uf~ed). Both 'IT and V have upper and lower 
a 
bounds. By following Eq. (A.ll), the Hamiltonian H is minimized according 
to 
on > o , 
for all admissible values of 'IT and V. For an assumed constant value for 
a 
H. Eqs. (8) and (9) constitute three equations with three unknowns -
TI, Va' and \ at every point along the optimum trajectory. 
Using the arguments of Refs. J.7-20, assume that the v~rtical 
flight profile consists of three phases: 
(a) a ~limb portion where both altitude and energy are 
mon~tonically increasing with range; 
(b) an essentially equilibrium cruise portion where thrust 
equals drag and lift equals weight; and 
(c) a descent portion where both altitude and energy are 
monotonically decreasing as range-to-go decreases. 
10 
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(8) 
(9a) 
(9b) 
ror the crube porUoa, the _UtODi_ CArl thaD be WTlttftl .. , 
• 
ror " liven cruiae altitude aDd .... , the EPI Httla.a aad airapaad a,... 
found by nuaerical learch techniquel luch that the value of thl1 exprel-
lion il mlniJllbed. Thi. value of the HailtOftiUl 11 tben the con.tant 
value Uled to cliJllb to and d.lceaut trom thb altitude. It alia r.pr.lntl 
the ainimum COlt per unit diltanc. travel.d alonl the cruil. path. 
(nth impliel that the crui .. altitude and ... , ar. known. Th •• e blue. 
are a110 di.cu •• ed later.) 
The constant value of H can be lubstltut.d into Eq. (8), and Eq. 
c 
(8 ) can be solved for the negative value of the unknown cOltate: 
- A -
• Cf W + Ct - H (V COl Y + V ) caw 
Thus. to :ninimbe the COlt function exprelsed by Eq. (8) rt!quircs that 
va1uel of 11 and V be chosen such that Eq. (11) 18 minimized at every point 
along the climb and d~scent path. Equation (11) is the key algorithm to 
both offl i.ne and on-board c01l1putation of the optimum traj ectory that mini .. 
mi~eH direct operating cost. 
(10) 
(11) 
The work of Erzberger ct al [17-19, 21\ has been based on an alternate 
approach to t'< .• problem. He used specific energy E as the independent vari-
able ""ith the 3S8umpt lon that it always increases monotonically during climb 
and that it df:;!crt>ast's monotonically during delcent. Thus. the remaining state 
variable is the last of Eqs. (3), and Eq. (8) is replaced b) 
H -
-
de + ). dx 
dE dE 
• 
Cf W + Ct + A (Va COS)' + Vw) 
Va (T-D)/mg 
11 
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(12) 
.., 
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Equation (12) CAll be co.parecl to Eq. (11), aDd it CMl t>. .. ea. that 
tM HaaUtoruau H and the co. tate variable ). have revened role.. Thu8. 
the •• two .olution. are dual. of ou uother. ror eoeray .. the atate 
variable, Irlbar.er .how., uaia.S tranaveraality coaditiODl, that ). i. con-
It&t a.a.d ia ttqu.al to the nept:f.ve value of the crui .. Cotlt. In thb 
CAle, the Haailtonian varie. in .aanituda becauae variable. within 14. 
(12) vary with the ","itude of the .pacific euray (the independea.t 
v.riable) • 
Gener.tion of Nominal Opti.ua Tr.jectorie. 
lecau.e !ql. (11) and (12) .r ••••• nti.lly identical in character and 
concept, it wa. convenient to make u.e of the coaputer proSram prev!oualy 
developed by Erlberser and Lee (2lJ to procede with leneratinl optimum pro-
file.. Thi. prosr .. i. b •• ed on the ule of !q. (12). To avoid confusion, 
the followinl de.cription referl to minim11inl the Hasiltonian of Eq. (12) 
with the coatate variable A treated a. the con.tant. The computer prolram 
u.e. principle. described in Ref. 21, arA it i •• ummariled in the .econd part 
of Appendix A. Thi. program (referred to aa OPTIM), wh1ch generate. an 
optimum profile between or1ain and destination points, was extended to have 
additional de.ired features, and its specific characteristic. (from a pro-
gramming point of view) have been documented in a companion u.era' guide 
[22] to this report. It is instructive here, to present in general terms, 
the elements and steps required to generate an optimum trajectory. 
The following quantitiea must be input to the program for generating 
points on the optimum profile: 
a) The aircraft initial takeoff altitude, airapeed, And mau, 
b) The final de!lir~d aircraft altitude nnd airspe~d, 
c) The range and heading LO be followed by the aircraft from 
the origin to the destination points, 
d) The wind velocit~· (if non-zt.·ro) and temperature profiles (if 
other than standard day) ~h functions of altitude, and 
e) nle values of the constants Cr and Ct in the cost function. 
12 
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Tha proar .. .u.t have acca •• to nu.arical data (aithar t.bla. or poly-
~ial.) which produca value. of lift &ad draa coefficiant. CL and CU' 
thru.t T, and fual flow w a. functiol'lI·· of alt1tlJde, true airspeed, 
ta.para~ura, and EPI .ettina. Al.o, tor tha particular aircraft baina 
u.ed, the prOlr .. .u.t have the tollowinl two .ate of .. pirieal equation. I 
a). A .ethod of lue.aina tha approxiaata initial crui.e .... 
baaad on initial takeoff .... aDd the value. of fuel and 
ti .. coat; and 
b). A .ethud of lue •• inl tha approxiaate landina .... ba.ed 
on th~ final erui.. ...~ 
Finally, the progr ••• u.t have an afficient procedure which can b~ 
u •• d to find the minhlWll value of the Hullton1an (Eq. (12» .at w, • ..:h 
anergy levl!l by varying one or IIOre variable. (here, 11 and V) over their 
ad.i •• ibl~ regiona. For the OPTIH program. the Fibonacci search technique 
11 uaed. (See Ref. 22) 
It must be mentioned that for aome ca.es, there i. no cruile aection 
of fl'~ht, aa is explained in App~ndix A. In this ca •• , the con,t.nt 
valup of the costate variable refers to what would be the cruiae co.t at 
tne highest point on the trajectory when .. the profih tranadtions fr01ll 
climb to descent. 
The b.lKic- "tep" tl1at the opt Imum prof l1e ~encration program folloW8 at"~: 
1). li.t! r.;inimuli; va1u~ of .:ruibc co~t (A or U in ['i' tlJ») iii 
evaluat~d for various crui~~ massed and with altitude varying 
from sea level to ceiling h~ight. The results arc tahulated 
in a "cruise tarole". A typical examplt.' of crul~c coat a8 a 
function of altitude i8 8ho~~ in Fig. A.7. 
2). BaM'd ,In initial mass and valut!s of Cf and Ct , the amount of 
fuel n'qulrcd for till' l11mh is approximated (SE.'f.' FI I • (A.38) and 
Fig. '\.8). This produces cruis!.' mass which Is used to rleter-
mint:' till.' optimum endSt ,,·,.,t and altitude trom the t:ruise tablE>. 
The cruise l'O!-lt (. ill "' .. ti2); - ,(1-: ) 1n Appendix A) I.~ n:quired 
c 
for minimlza' ion of Eq. (1.'). Also, choosing the cruise cost 
from the cruise table also producl's the assoc iated maximum 
values of energy Ec where thl' climb portion of flight l'nos. 
13 
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3). The next step ia to rdniltbe the Haailtonian (Eq. (12» at 
each point alool the cU., trajectory. Tbia be~:lna at the 
coer,\ted initial enerlY and stops with the preeoaaputed final 
climb eilerlY. The nuaerical procedure procede. as follows: 
a). A step is made 1n specific eneraY (In • I n_l + AI), 
wher~ the step siz. iti held coostant. 
b). The ranae of acceptable values of Va and 'If ara com-
puted for this energy value. 
e). Over these ranges, the Hamiltonian (Eq. (12» is ~nilti.ed 
,using th~ Fibcnacci teehuiqu~) with y assumed to be small 
(cos y • 1). Thia, then apecifies the value. ot airapeed, 
lift, dral, thrust, altitude, fual flow. and enaraY rate 
(Eq. (5». 
d). The time required to make this Itep 1s computed aa 
• At· AE/E 
e). The flight path angle i. then computed as 
y = 8in-l (Ah/~t)/V 
a 
f). The value of range is increased by Ax, where 
Ax - (V cos Y + V (h»At. 
II W 
g). The aircraft mass is decreaaed by AW, where 
• Lr,.: - w 6t. 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
It is assumed that final climb energy and initial cruise energy are 
equal. The above procedure is repeated until the initial cruise 
energy level is reached. This produces an accurate measure of th€: 
fuel hurned dudng climb and the range traveled during climb. 
4). A final approach (or landing) mass is approximated by 
estimating the cruise range, cruise fuel, and other related 
quantities (See Eqs. (A.42) - (A.46». This procedure also pro-
duces an estimate of the final cruise altitude, energy, and 
cruise cost. 
5). lbe procedures for generating the descent profile are now 
followed using the same sequence as for Step (3) but by going 
backwards in time and constraining the energy rate to be 
negative. This is continued until the estimated final cruise 
energy level is reached. This produces an ac~urate estimate of 
the fuel burned during descent and the range traveled during 
descent. 
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• i 6). The crui.e di.tance 1. now recomputed by subtractin, the climb 
and descent ran,e. from the total required. Thi. cruise di.tance 
18 u.ed to compute the final crui.e .... and the final approach 
(landin,) ""8, 
7). With the f.evised final approach DlUS, the cIa.cent trajectory 
i. recompJted uaina Step (5). This al.o provide. refinement of 
the cruiae d1stanc,e, the total fuel burned, and time required 
to travel fro. origin to d •• tination airport •• 
the above de.cription i. somewhat simplified in that profile. of 
.hort ran,e flichts (e.,., Ie •• than 250 n.mi.) require apecial computa-
tions. Figures A.4 and A.S in Appendix A depict the shape. of the trAjec-
tories for short ranse for two types of control strategies. (Erzber,er 
explains why these two distinct shapes occur in Ref. 17). If both V and 
It 
7T are used as ct)ntrols, the trajectories have the shapes depicted 1,.. 
Fig. A.5. For this case with short ral~.ge, there is no cruise segment, 
and an iterative process is required to obtain the constant value of A 
and the maximum energy state used to compute the climb and descent profiles. 
If only airspeed ib used as the control variable, then thrust is 
set at maximum climb value for climb and idle value for descent. For the 
tri~jet aircraft model used in this study, this coul~ increase the cost of 
the typical short-range profile by about 1%. However, it simplifies 
mech.nization and it reduces the time required to compute the profile. 
Trajectories for this case have the characteristics depicted in Fig. A.4. 
That is, they have cruise 8e~ents, but these segments 
and energy levels lower than the optimal value E t' 
cop 
occur at altitude 
Again, the program 
in Appendix A is must iterate on the correct value of A, and Eq. (A.48) 
used to compute the corresponding l~ngth of the cruise segment. 
The OPTIM p~ogram has been constructed and extended so that various 
options can be exercised: 
1). 
2). 
3). 
4). 
5) • 
6) • 
7). 
No wind or arbitrary input wind, 
Optimize with V and TI or V only, 
a a 
Arbitrary cost terms Cf and Ct ' 
Fixed or free cruise altitude, 
TWin-jet or tri-jet medium range transport aircraft models, 
Fixed or free time of flicht (discussed later), 
With or without a speed constraint of 250 kt below 3048 m 
(10,000 ft.), 
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8) • atart iJll eni.e or .ttar t.abotf. lor .tartiaa ia enaiae, 
the erui.ae alUtotle en n. .et to • t1xad value, or the pro-
sr- QU COII.1*te the bMt altitude ueocuted with the liVM1 
cl'Ui'e mu •• 
In additioD to ,_ratiDa opt:f.mum DOIII1Dal pTOfU ... 01PTDl eaa b. usacl to 
a.am1ft,a the ... 1tivit!al ia trip ~t due to va:riatiou 111 wind, raUle, 
takeoff au •• and tbe coat terM Cf and Ct' lumpl .. ot theae varia-
tiona are liv_ in the next chApter. 
The computatioDa that taka place in OPTIM for off-11oe generation of 
optimum vertical profil.. are also tbe same as would be used by an on-
board fliaht manas_nt .yat_. For the on-board mechanization, the flight 
engineer would enter initial and final altitude and airspeed, initial mass, 
ranse, and heading. Wind and temperature profiles and aircraft 1I&SS 
esttmates would be updated during flight. The seven basic steps listed 
earlier would be recomputed every faw minutes to provide a current reference 
trajactory to ba followed. 
The basic OPTIM program was based on using a medium range tri-jet, 
transport aircraft model. It is desirable to extend this program to modAl 
all major classes of transport aircraft so that the program can aerve as 
a flight planning tool for the airlines and others concerned with fuel con-
ser,'ation. A first step ill this extension was to add the capability of 
generating optimum profiles for a medium range twin-jet transport aircraft. 
Logic was added throughout the program to account for differences in be-
havior and characteristics of the two aircraft. 
More details on modeling the aircraft engine are presented in Appendix 
B. The modeling of aerodynamic characteristics of the twin-jet model is 
described in Appendix C. Climb mass estimation procedures ar~ summarized 
in Appendix D. 
Example Optimum Trajectories 
Figures 3 and 4 show plots of various state variables as functions of 
time (or time-to-go) for optimum climb and descent of a tri-jet aircraft 
model traveling 200 n.mi. in range. For this example, the indicated air-
sp~ed was constrained below 250 kt below 3048 m (lO,C~O ft). Also, optimiza-
16 
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tien was done by varying Va only, with 'If .et to the uximum vall',e for climb 
and idle value for descent. The coat constants were $0.265 kg ($0.12/1b) 
for fu 1 and ~600.00/hr. As can be seen. when 3048 m (10,000 ft) is reached. 
the aircraft levels off and accelarates before continuing to climb. The 
opposite is true for the descent prefile. Note also that on both the cltmb 
or descent profile, Mach number is generally not constant (contrary to pro-
files that are specified in aircraft handbooks and normally flown). Small 
segments of constant Mach number in Figs. 3 and 4 are due to thrust and drag 
data specified in tabular form at given Mach numbers. This is discussed 
further later. 
rigures 5 and 6 show plots of various state variables as functions of 
time (or time-to-go) for optimum climb and descent of the twin-jet aircraft 
traveling 750 n.mi. in range. For this e~ample, the indicated airspeed was 
also constrained to be les~ than 250 kt below 3048 m (10,000 ft) altitude. 
Optimization was done by varying V and 'If, so the thrust could deviate from 
a 
the maximum and idle values for climb and descent, respectively. The cost 
constants were $0.33 kg ($0.15/lb) for fuel and $600.00/hr. Again, when 
3048 m {lu.OOO ft) altitude is reached, the aircraft levels off and acceler-
ates before continuing to climb. 
By comparing Figs. 5 and 6 with Fig~. 3 and 4, it is seen that the 
twin-jet aircraft profiles are similar in character to those of the tri-jet. 
One exception is that the twin-jet optimum climb profile has a relatively 
large portion where Mach number is held constant. (Again, it is expected 
that this is due to the tabular aerodynamic and engine data.) AlRO, for 
the~e paths, the flight path angle is rough because of the inherent assump-
tion in the optimization theory that either altitude, airApeed, or both can 
be abruptly changed to obtain a change in energy. The flight path angle 
can either (8) be smoothed after it is generated to provide a more flyable 
path, or (b) the optimization process can be constrained by allow~ng only 
Brnall changeH in flight path angle between energy steps. Converting the 
aerodynamic and engine input data to polynomina1 form may also remove thiA 
problem. 
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I 
rj,ur. i cOMpar •• the al!ltud. V3. rana. profil •• for thr •• c •••• of 
the tri-j.t .ircr.ft tr.v.lina 200 n •• 1. ror the •• , both V. aDd • were 
v.ded. Howev.r,. h.ad wind .Dd t.U wind were added in two of the c •••• 
to produce th. ditl.r.nc... Th. w1Dd aaaJ1itude profile i& al.o .hown 1n 
r1a. 7, .nd it i. r.pre.ent.tive of the Deaver wind .... ured durinl AUIU.t, 
1977. (Thh wind 18 ,en.r.lly fraa the weat.) 
T.ble 1 .. t ....... r10ua r.nae .nd co.t cOllpariaon.. of the thr •• pro-
file •• hown in Fla. 7, b ••• d on value. of Cf of $O.138/ka ($O.0628/lb) .nd 
Ct ~f $~O.OO/hr. It i •• een that the head wind c.u.ed • tot.l co.t !n-
cr •••• of $24.95 (or 4.3%) while the t.il wind decre •• ed the co.t $23.59 
(or 4.1%) compared to the no wind optt.u. c.... Dat., .uch a. pre.ent.d 
in Tabl. 1, .re print~ for •• ch run of OPT 1M ao that the tr.jectory coat. 
and other ch.racteri.tica can b. readily ev.luated (.,.in, ••• Ref. 22). 
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Figurl. 7. Comparison of Minimum Direct-Operating-Cost Flight Profilel:i for 
the Tri-jet Aircraft Model. 
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Table 1. co.parillOD of rlilht eolufor 200 D.al. laDle with 
VaryiDI Wind CoDditiou 
-Cue 
Jo Wind Head Wind TaU Wind 
rue 1 U •• et (It" (lb» 
Climb 1945.8 2013.0 1805." (4289.60) (4437.82) (3979.66) 
o..c.mt 272.2 295.1 284. ,I ( 600.19) ( 650.57) ( 628.13) 
Total 2218.0 2)()8.1 2090.1 
(4889.79) (5088.39) (4607.80) 
lanae (D.IIi.) 
Climb 115.51 115.90 107.36 
De.cent 85.24 85.78 94.60 
Total 200.75 201.68 201.96 
Tille (min:lec) 
Climb 17:31 18:33 15:41 
Delcent 15:05 15:33 16:11 
Total 32:36 34 :06 31:53 
Colt ($) 
Climb 414.51 432.40 37~.9l 
Delcent 163.29 170.35 174.3C 
Total 577.80 602.75 554.21 
eo. t I Oil tance 
(S/n.mi. ) 
Climb 3.59 3.73 3.54 
Descent 1.92 1.99 1.84 
total 2.88 2.99 2.74 
--. 
-
.-
-- .- .-
- -
Fixeci Time-of-Arrival 
On!;' of till' problt'ms associated with incrt!al>cJ WH' of air travel and 
air transportation of car~o is the increased congetition that il> occurin~ 
at tht> major hub airport terminal areas. Airaaft arrive tn thl:' terminal 
,irea on a Romewhat rAndom baRis. If thl..' air~'raft arrive in too grl..'at a 
numbl:'r. in a short period of time, they are currently placed in holding 
pattl..'rn'i hv ATC. Then, they are il\structt:~ to land so that airport arrivals 
are at an acceptable rate. The holding pattern approach to regUlating the 
landing rate has sevl:'ral shortcomingb: 
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1. Th. boldina patt.rn 1 •• xpan.iv. to the .irlin •• in t.r.a of 
incr ... ed tual raquir ... nt., .xc ••• wear on the .ircr.ft, .nd 
inc~ ... ed crew flyina time. 
2. Th. holdin& patt.rn delay. the p •••• na.r, po •• ibly c.u.ina 
ai •• ed ~onn.ctiona. 
3. 
4. 
Th. risk of colli.ion i. incr ... ed by boldina .ircr.ft in the 
.lr.ady crowded t.rminal .r ... . 
Maint.inina •• ver.l .ircr.ft in •• f. holding patt.rn. incr ..... 
the air tr.ffic controll.r'. work lo.d subst.ntially. 
One solution to thl~ problem is to relulat. the tim. of arrival of 
each aircraft such that they do not arrive in random groups but rath.r 
at a ..,ystemati.: qccept-.hl.:.J rate. This is the ultimate loal of the PAA'. 
metering, spacing, a~' flow control projects. This require. that the air-
craft have the means to compute and regulate the flight profile so that 
the desired time-of-arrival is met. 
The airlines also like to fly their aircraft with a scheduled, pre-
determined trip time. This time is selected to produce acceptable operating 
costs and desired service to the airline customers. ThuB, there is a need 
to control the time length of a particular flight. With these motivations, 
OPTIM wad modified to incl~de this capability. 
If time-of-a rival t f is fixed, then the objective is to minimize the 
total fuel burned,~ :"L'c.veling from Pl to P2 in time t f • This l. .... equivalent 
to minimizin~ che function 
with the additional conp-craint that the range traveled is fixed. 
The techniq~e used in OPTIM to compute the profile that produces fixed 
range and fixed time-of-arrival is to fix ~~ and to iterate on the value 
.. 
of Ct , For each value of Ct chosen, a given time-of-arrival t f results. 
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,J 
Aa Ct is incr.a.ed, the valtM of t f deer ..... , aDd vic. v.rn. Thu., an 
out.r loop has b.en add.d to the OPTIM IOlic to adjut Ct to produc. the 
d •• ired t f • 
One constr.utt that had to b. built into the proaram i. the rans. 
that the variable Ct could .pan. Aa Ct incr ..... , the aphasia 1& placed 
on achi.vina mini.mum tiJae. Aa fuel pric ... incr .... howev.r, this is not 
practical. On the oth.r haDd, a. Ct d.cr.a.e., the time-of-arrival in-
cr...... Thi. i. accompani.d by a .lowin, down in crui.e .p.ed. A 
practical lower bound on crui •• sp.ed i. that value (V in) where fu.l 
em 
• rate w i. minimized. If more time is r.quired in cruis. to r.ach the 
d-.tination at some d.sir.d t~. tfd' then the aircraft should make up 
the diff.r.nce by path stretching at the cruise speed V
cmin ' 
This posed the question of what should the lowest value of Ct be 
such that the resultant optimum cruise speed is Vi. This value was 
em n 
determined as follows. 
The cost of flight during cruise is expressed by setting the Hami1-
tainion value Hc in Eq. (10) to the coefficient A, or 
• Cf w + Ct 
- -";;V--+---V-:;'-
a w 
Mathematically, the question is what value of Ct will provide a trimmed 
cruise condition such that the trimmed cruise speed V will equal Vi? 
a cm n 
At optimum cruise speed, the cruise cost A is minimum, or 
in 
av • O. 
a 
If this is also the speed where fuel rate is minimum. then 
a;'. = 0 
av 
a 
.;.F 
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(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
at this speed. App1yina Eq. (19) to Eq. (18) yields 
a). 
av -
a 
v + V 
a w 
• 
By luh.titutin, Eq. (20) into Eq. (21), we ,et 
or 
• C
tmin ... -, Cf wmin • 
N~te, that at this value, from Eq. (18), 
A - O. min 
o. (21) 
(22) 
(23) 
Mathematically, this means that there is no ~ost to cruise at this condition. 
Figure 8 shows the minimum fuel rate w for the tri-jet as a funct.',on 
of cruise altitude and cruise mass. As can be seen, flying at minimum 
fuel rate causes a large variation in optimum cruise altitude as cruise 
mass is varied. Figure 9 il1ustrr>tes how optimum altitude and cruise 
airspeed vary as functions of cruise mass for the minimum fuel rate con-
dition. 
The results of Figs. 8 and 9 are used to compute the v~lue of Ctmin 
and the associated cruise altitude in OPTIM. For example, for the tri-
jet with a cruise mass of 54.43 tonne (120,000 1b) and a C
f 
of $.33/kg 
($.IS/lb), wmin is 2.585 tonne/hr (5686 1b/hr). This produces a Ctmin of 
-$852.QO/hr at an altitude of 9.25 km (30300 ft). The range on Ctmin for 
this aircraft is -$777.60 to -$1042.50 for cruise mass varying from 50 -
6h tonn~ (110,000 lb to 145,000 lb.) 
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate how time-of-arrival and fuel used vary as 
Ct varies between +$300/hr and -$900/hr., for various combinations of initial 
mass and range-to-go for the tri-jet. In these example plots, cruise altitude 
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Figure 8. Minimum Fuel Rate for the Tri-Jet Model as a Function of 
Cruise Altitude and M~ss. 
is fixed at 10 km (33000 ft). The cost of fuel is set at $.33/kg ($.l5/lb). 
Note that in Fig. 10, the time-uf-arrival has a non-parabolic shape; this is 
different than would be expected. This indicates the presence of a conver-
gence problem in OPTIM which is discussed shortly. 
The fix~d limp-of-arrival option requires repeated genpration of new 
~ruis~ cond~ions associated with each successive value of time cost Ct 
tried. Thus, the OPTIM logic was set up so that this process was as 
efficient as possible. No short range flights were assumed so that 
cruise altitude was always reached. The table representing cruise condi-
tions (the cruise table), spanned altitudes from 6 km - 12 km (20,000 ft -
40.000 ft). If a fixed cruise altitude was chosen, only that altitude was 
used in generating the cruise table. 
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The cruise table consists of two parts: 
1. The cruise speed setting which minimizes A, as defined by Eq. (18), 
and 
2. The cruise speed setting which minimizes w, 
The second part of this table is generated only once at the beginning of 
the run ht'cauHc the wmin conditions do not depend on a particular Ct setting. 
The program first set~ Ct to zero. (This corresponds to the minimum 
fuel profile.) The resulting time-of-arrival T is then compared to the 
o 
desired arrival time t fd . If To is larger than t fd , then flight is too 
slow. In this case, Ct must be positive. Next, trial values of Ct of 
$300/hr and $600/hr are uRed to obtain arrival times of Tl and T2 , A 
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quadratic equation is derived to pass through the points (To, Tl , T2) 
as a function of Ct , This quadratic equation is then solved for the 
value of Ct that will produce tfd' This l)rocess is repeated using the 
last thrt:e values of time-of-arrival until convergencl~ is reached, 
If the time-of-arrival To is less than t fd , then the minimum fuel 
profile is too fast. In this case, C
t 
must be negative, The next trial 
value tht:! program uses is C i from Eq, (22). This produces the maximum tm n 
time of t fmax ' If t fd is greater than t fMax ' a holding pattern (or path 
stretching) is required to make up the additional time. If t fd is less 
than t f (- T1), then linear interpolation is used to obtain the next max 
value of Ct , This produces time-of-arrival T2' After that point, three 
values of time-of-arrival are available to compute a quadratic equation 
and solve the Ct' This procedure is again repeated until convergence is 
reached. 
As predicted from Fig. 10, a convergence problem did arise in testing 
the fixed time-of-arrival option. This is illustrated in Fig. 12 which 
shows the varIation in time-of-orrival for a 61.4 tonne (135000 Ib) air-
craft with Ct varying from $300/hr to $600/hr. As can he st!l'n, there is 
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about a 100 .ec gap in arrival tiM around Ct of $400/hr. A qUAdratic 
optimization algorithm wa. tried in placa of the orisinal Fibonacci .earch 
technique to determine if the optimization loutine wa. the source. This 
produced .0.. improvement but did not remove the problem a. i. .hown in 
Figure 12. Tightening the tolerance. on the cruise trim condit ion. alaCl 
did not remove the problem. 
The problem was traced to the way the coefficient of drag Co wa. 
determined by OPTIM :til computing the cruise table. Currently, CD is 
computed as a polynominal function of lift coefficient CL' with Mach 
number as a parameter, as illustrated in Fig. 13. Linear interpolation 
is then used to obtain CD for the given cruise Mach number. 
Figures 14 and 15 show detailed plot.s of cruise cost A of the tri-
jet as a function of cruise speed, with cost of time set at $300/hr and 
$600/hr. Cost of fuel is $.33/kg ($.lS/lb). Cruise altitude is .1 para-
meter. Note from these figures that: 
1. There is a double minimum at the upper altitudes. The OPTIM 
program is based on there being only one minimum A at each 
cruise altitude. The optimization routines used also are based 
on the assumption of a ~ingle minimum. 
TIlt.' minimums are along the Mach 0.76 ilnd 0.82 lines. The Mach 
0.80 line tends to pull the cost curvel:l up creating the double 
minimums. 
rhe drag coefficitmt Cn should be a continuous function of Cl. and Mach. 
The minimum cruise cost should not always be at l'ithcr N of 0.76 or 0.82 
ilS indicated in the cost curves. The cost curves should be smooth with a 
s lngle minimum at each altitude. Thus, the aerodynamic data, as currently 
stored in OPTIM. produces a convergenc~ problem in Attempting to obtain 
fixed time-of-arrival with tolerance on the order of 2 sec. 
An effort is now undc'rway to correct the convergence problem. Steps 
bl'ing taken are: 
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1. 'nle CD v. CL and M data are beinl checked carefully to enlure 
that there are no kink. or bend. in the curve •• 
2. Linear interpolation i. being eli.inated. 'olynoainal func-
tion. are beinl developed to en.ure that all data vary con-
tinuou.ly and .mooth1y. 
'nle .alM con.traint. need to be applied to lIOdel1na the propulsion data. 
The 1e .. on learned is that numerical optimization ill ba.ed on the natural 
exi.tance of continuou., .mooth .urface., and any ~eparture from this type 
of model will produce a faulty re.ult. 
Despite the current existence of the convergence problem, there il a 
logical lolution to its removal. AlIO, a. seen in the next chapter, 
having fixed time-of-arrival c~~ability can produce a significant flight 
fuel IAvings. 
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PROGR4H VERIFICATION AND SENSITIVITY RESULTS 
The previous chapter and Appendix It. d .. cribe an efficient -way in 
which near-optimu. flight profile. can b. aenerated without using time-
cOIlaUlllina ~.rical technique.. Inst •• cl of iteratively solving the two-
point boundary value probl .. , .. sUlllptions are aade .0 that the dynamics 
are simplified to two .tat. variables. One state variable (either range 
or eneray) becom.s the independent variable, and the nther is included as 
the dngle state in the Hailtonian. Thus, the problem of solving for 
minimum cost protiles reduces to algebraic minimization of the Hamiltonian 
at each point along the profile, 
Now, although thiH method is a r.onveni~nt way of g.n~rating a trajec-
tory, the resultinR trajectory must b~ verified by using a morc accurate 
model of the adrcraft dvn..tmics. "f:rification implleH that: 
1) The referen~e trajectory that is generat~d must he flyable 
when the full aircraft equations of motion and constraint~ 
are taken into account. 
2) The trajectory ("ost (Eq. (2» as predicted by OPTIM must he 
eSSfi'nt ially idt'nti~al to that expcrien. ;'d by simulat ing more 
complete aircraft \quattons of motion. 
Thus. the firHt objectiv~ of this chapter is to dcscribp a companion 
program to OP7IM which was dC'vt"loped for verification of the optimization 
reRtllt!>, This program i~ rt>ferrcd to as TRAGEN (for trajel·!.ory g'; ;.!ration). 
With OPTI~f and TRAGEN as computer tools, tIll' ust'r has thl' capability 
to study the .:haractt'ristics 01 optimum prot ilt's in grN.t detail and to 
l'xamfnt> altt.'rnatl;.' wa\'s tht.·s~ profiles can be implement('d on-l-·oard, 'I rajec-
tory characteristics arl;.' obtained bv I;.'xercising orTIM's options and by 
makin~ sensitivity studies with OPTIM and TRAGL~ which are the subjects of 
the second part of thiR cha~ ,'r. 
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Optimization Verification 
To achieva optimization verification required the development of a 
companion computer program to Co.'TIM which can be used to simulate the 
longitudinal trajectory of an aircraft commanded to follow the reference 
path output from OPTIM. Some details of this program (TRAGEN) are pre-
sented in Appendix E, and a separate user'. guide for this program has 
also been written [231. 
In addition to verHicaticJD of the optimization program's results, 
the TRAGEN ~'r08ram has the following utility: 
1). It provides a means for testing guidance laws for steering 
the aircraft to follow the input reference trajectory. 
2). It enables study of the ~ffect of following an incorrect 
reference trajectory. For example, if the OPTIM results were 
based on one particular wind profile and initial aircraft weight, 
and a different weight and win! profile actually existed, the 
TRAGEN simulation would allow assessment of the effect of these 
errors on trajectory cost. 
3). It can be used to determine the flight cost that would result 
from the aircraft being commanded to follow 3 reference trajec-
tory suggested in the manufacturer's airc~aft handbook. For 
exampl~, for climb, handbook reference trajectories usually 
consist of following a constant indicated airspeed until a 
given l>1aC'h number is reached. Then, the rei~rence trajectory 
follows this fixed Mach number until the reference cruise 
altitude is reached. 
4). It can be used to test perturbation control schemes for removing 
the effect of wind gusts and other non-nominal performance 
source$ (navigation errors, transient temperatuLe profiles, 
non-standard engine performance). 
5). It is expandable to test candidate on-board mechanizations of 
a system cf equations fot generating the near-optimum vertical 
profile. 
A five state-variable model of the aircraft is currently used in 
TRAGEN to simulate longitudinal motion. State variables are altitude, 
altitude rate, longitudinal range, airspeed, Bud aircraft mass. Currently 
neglected are the rapid transient dynamiCS of throttle response, angle-of-
attack, and pitch rate (~T' ~, q). The throttle is assumed to be set so 
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that UXimU11l thrust is achieved during climb and idle thro.t ia u.ed 
durins descent. The cruise phase is not'brulated. The altitude control 
variable is taken to ba the anale-ot-attack which has max~ and minimU11l 
limits. This dearee of sophistication is adequate for testins the OPTIM 
results. 
The TRAGEN program can readily be expanded to include throttle 
dynamics and short period dynamics. This would be required for further 
study of autothrottla and autopilot dasign to steer the aircraft to follow 
input reference trajectories. The control variables would be throttle 
position and elevator deflection ~or this expanded c~pability. A require-
m~nt for implementing this expanded simulation would be to obtain the 
necessary Itabiljty and control derivatives to complete the dynamic model. 
The specification of reference profiles used in TRAGEN is based on 
using altitude as the independent variable for climb Itnd range-to-go to the 
destination as the independent variable for descent. For climb, the 
reference trajectory consists of specifying airspeed and flight path angle 
(with respect to the air mass) as piecewise linear functions of altitude. 
At the 3048 m (10000 ft) point, the aircraft is conunanded to level off and ac-
celerate until the airspeed is reach·>c.i wl\t'r~ the climb should again continue. 
To generate the control law to follow the commanded climb profile, a 
linear perturbation model was made of the dynamic equations, 
• T C('8 ,l, - D(a,h, V ) 
- W sin 'Y .. mV a a 
• Lttl,h, V ) T sin Ct + 
- W COl:! ') .. mV ') . a a 
The perturbation equations and transfer functions from Eqs. (24) are 
given in Eqs. (E.IO) and (E.1l) in Appandix E. Here, it is assumed that 
a perturbation ,'let to the nominal angle-of-attack can be used to obtain 
th~ desired perturbations in flight path angle (0) and airspel'd (,Wa ) 
maintain the aircraft on the desired reference climb profile. 
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(24) 
; 
~CRuse both commanded values of airs~eed and flight path angle are 
assumed to vary lin~ftrly with altitude, they are ramp functions, and a 
Type 1 cor.trol system i8 wuggested. The orisinal climb control law was 
thus set to be 
tSa. • (15) 
where Vc and Yc are the commanded reference values of Va and). K1 , K2 , K3, 
and K,& are control gains. TIle commanded values were derived according to 
Eqs. (1t.12) and (£.13). 
Experience with this control law revealed two points: 
1) The integral control gain K2 on air3peed error was no'': needed 
and did not particularly improve performance. Thus, it was 
nominally set to zero. 
2) Constant values of the gains K1 , K3, and K4 could be selectl.'d 
to provide good, stahle performan~e throughout the climb phase. 
Thus, there was no need to have altitude dependent gains ptO-
grammed. 
No at.tl'mpt was madl' to select thl' control gain~ ~o that the perturba-
tion response was optimized. The main ohj~~ive waR to obtdin a set of 
gains which ca'.lsed the ilir~raft simulation to track the input rt.>ference 
trajl'ctory with only a ~mflll amount of I.'rror (whkh wa~ al'l'omplished). 
(:ain ~wh~ction for cont rol rt.'HponHe opt imizat ion should remain as a task 
to be conducted when an actual autopilot/autothrott.h, is being i.mph'l11ented 
and the complete aircraft dynamics are being considered. 
Several optimum trajectories were 
camputl.'d by llsing OPTIM and then Huh:.;equently uSl'd as inputs to drive thl' 
TRMa:N :.;imulation. l:or example, Table 2 presentH a compariBon of nPTIM 
and TRAGF.N rl.'!~ml t:{ at the cnd of the cl imb portion of a tr i- JL·t nircruft 
ml)del having nl1 init ia1 maSR of 61236 kg (135000 lb), and travel ing a total 
r8nKe of 150, 225, and 275 n.mi. with no wind. As can be seen, the match is 
except il,nal . Thl.' same de~n'e ('f compari:-;on was found using th~ two pro-
grams for different range and differ0nt initial mass flights. 
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Table 2. Comparilon of Optimization and Trajectol'Y Generation 
Program Climb Results for Different Range Flights. No Wind. 
61236 kg (135000 1b) Takeoff Has •• 
-iiI. -k" ruel lurn - (lb) Tl_ - Sec • AlUtuele - (ft) AinpMd-(rt/.) • Ran,_ - (ft) 
OPTl" DAGEN OPTI" 'J.')W;D onDt TUG. Ol'Tnt 'RAGD (JPTtR 'I'm. 
1405 1405 682 680 7597 7597 230 229 12n27 12s0S4 (3097) (3097) (24924) (24926) (756) (752) (410522) (4102111) 
1931 1931 1060 1060 9760 9760 244 244 211441 212936 (4258) (4258) (32021) (32021) (801) (100) (693704) (698609) 
2075 2073 1185 1178 10319 10321 244 244 242116 241033 (4574) (4570) (33855) (33861) (802) (800) (794345) (790790) 
-
The results with head and tail winds were not as close. Table 3 pre-
sents a comparison of OPTIH and TRAGEN results at the end of climb when tht' 
wind profile of Fig. 7 was used as both a head and tail wind for th~ 225 n.mi. 
range flight. In both cases, the more detailed simulation from l'RAGEN shows 
that it takes a longer time period (14-22 sec) and greAter range (4000 - 5000 m 
(14000 - 15000 ft») than predicted by OPTIM (However, range traveled is not 
significant for climb.) The biggest discrepancy is the 2.6% extra fu~l re-
quired for the tail wind ('ase. In the future, the modding simpl ificntions 
of OPTTM dnd the steering accuracy of the 'j'RAGEN control law should be in-
vestigated to resolve this point. 
Type 
Wind 
Huad 
TaU 
rabl~ 1. Comparison of Optimization and TrBj~~tDry Gen~rBtion 
Program Climb Re~ults in the Presence of Winds. 225 n.mi. 
Rang0. 61236 kg (135000 lb) Takeoff Mass. 
.'uel Burn .:,--( ~ 
OPTlH TRAGEN 
20114 2082 
(4;94) (4591) 
1701 
(37S1) 
1747 
(315~1 ) 
~l TiRle ,. Sec WTIM-lKAGEN 
1180 1202 
897 911 
;;..--"== -
.. ~ 
RI 
Altitude -at) 
OPTIH TRAG EN 
10294 10362 
(33772) (33996) 
9145 9074 
(30003) (29770) 
45 
ra/. II A1rspeed-(ft/~1-
___ ~n8e - ~ft2 
OPTIH TRAGEN l~t:I.~"!.._ TRAGr;N 
244 244 2.!Sl77 a9818 
(802) (802) (738770) (7~3997) 
233 235 183238 187433 
(766 ) (772) (601174) (614936) 
-
----
. 
--
--
'1 
I 
I 
t 
, 
I 
Por the descent portion of the flight, the more likely variable - rans*-
to-go to the destination point - was used as the independent variable for 
specifyi.ng the refennce path. In this case, the duC'ent altitude was 
specified as a function of range. This defined the inertial flight path 
angle that the aircraft should be on which J.s def.med by Eq. (E.16). In 
the current version of TRAG EN , no attempt was made to control airspeed 
durins the descent. Th~ control law to compute the perturbation to the 
angle-of-attack was of the form 
K 
on • (K3 + 8
4) (YIc - Yr) , (26) 
where YIc is the commanded inertial flight path angle. 
Despite the lack of control of true airspeed during descent, the descent 
steering provides the same degree of matching performance between OPTIM and 
TRAGEN results as was experienced during the climb simalation (where true air-
speed was controlled) above 3048 m (10,000 ft). Table 4 compares OrTIM 
and TRAG EN results at about 3048 m (10,000 ft) for the tri-jet descending with 
idle thrust from 10668 m (35,000 ft). The three cases are with no wind and 
the Denver head and tail winds shown in Fig. 7. The biggest error is in 
airspeed where variations of +5.8 to -1.5 m/s (+19 to -5 ft/sec) are seen. 
Type 
Wind 
No Wind 
Head 
TaU 
. 
fable 4. CompariBon of Optimization and Trajectory Generation 
Program Results Descending from 10668 m (35000 ft) to 3048 m 
(10000 ft). 
Fuel Burn - (~~) Ti.e-to-go- a Altitude - (;t) Airspeed- (;:is) m Range-to-go - _( f~ 
OPTIH TRAG EN OPTIH TRAG EN (}PTIH TRAGEN OPTIH TRAG EN OPTlM TRAt;EN 
117 117 444 447 3154 3148 149 151 56704 56598 (259) (258) (10348) (10328) (490) (497) (186036) (18';688) 
110 110 444 449 3154 3148 149 148 ';5465 55494 (242) (242) (10348) (10328) (490) (485) (181973) (182066) 
123 124 440 441 3154 31411 149 155 57911 578';6 (271) (273) (10348) (10329) (490) (509) (lAqq98) (189816) 
-
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The ••• ame c .... are coaper.d A&ain at th. altitude of 1.8 m (6 ft) in 
Tabl. 5. The h.ad wind ca •• hal a -3.4 mi. (-11 tt/ •• c) diff.renc. in true 
air.p.ed which cau ••• 7 •• c tiIH and 4.5 ka (10 lb) fu.l burn differ.nc •• at 
this point. Th. tail wind ca •• has a +5.8 mI. (+19 ft/ •• c) di~f.r.nc. in 
air_p •• d which c.u ••• - 14 •• c time and -1.8 k, (-4 lb) fu.l burn diff.r.nc ••• 
Th.se difference. could possibly b. l .... n.d with true airspe.d control add.d. 
TyP' 
Table 5. Comparison of Optimization and Trajectory Generation 
Program R •• ults. Descending from 10668 m (35000 ft) to 1.8 m 
(6 ft). 
rud lum - (~~) Tt .. -to-., - • Altitud. - (;t) Ain .... d-(;:,'.) • aaa •• -to-.o -~ftl 
!!!!!L- OPttM -~IM ontH tAAClN OP1'IH TIAGIil OPTIH hAGEN OPTIH TIAOU4 
II o Wind 237 237 0 I 1 •• -3.1 124 126 0 -49 (523) (523) (6) (-10) (407) (413) (-157) 
H •• d 230 234 0 7 1.1 -5.2 124 121 0 -96 (506) (n6) (6) (-17) (407) (396) (-314) 
taU 243 241 0 -14 1.1 -4.3 124 no 0 -IS (535) (531) (6) (-14) (407) (426) (-2110) 
Despite the differences between OPTIM and TRAGEN results, it is believed 
that the match between them ie very good. That is, the results provided by 
OPTIM (fuel burn, time expired, trajectory followed) can be concluded 
to ht accurate, and sensitivity runs based on using both programs will also 
produce accurate conclusions. A better match between the two programs can 
be obtained by minor adjustments to both programs. 
F.valuation of Handbook Profiles It is also desired to use TRAG EN 
. -
to evaluate and compare the cost of climb and descent profiles as specified 
in the pilot handbook with those generated by OPfIM. ThuH, it was required 
to simulate flight along profiles specified in the pilot handbook. This 
required adding the capability of computing a typical handbook reference 
trajectory as part of th~ TRAGEN code. 
Typical reference climh trajectories consist of the following sequence: 
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1. Climbing at 250 kt indicated airapeed (VIASl) to 3048 m 
(10,000 ft.) (250 kt below 10,000 ft 1s an Ate maximum air-
apeed constraint). 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Leveling off at 10UOO ft and accelerating to a new climb 
indicated airspeed (VLAS2) (e.g., 320 KIAS). 
Climbing at VIAS2 until a Mach number (M3) (e.g., M· 0.78) 
is reached. 
Continue climbing at Mach number M3 until cruise altitude is 
reached. 
During this climb, full throttle is typically used. 
The handbook descent profile is the reverse of the above sequence with 
throttle set to idle. Thus, during descent M3, VIAS2, VIASl are used with 
the same constraint below 3048 m (10000 ft). 
Te compute the reference profile which follows that specified by a 
handbook, the following sequence of computations are used in TRAGEN. First, 
the altitude il:! incremented as 
Here, the suhscript b refers to the value computed during the previous 
cycle. In TRAGEN. 6h is currently set to 152.4 m (500 ft). Next, the 
d~sired value of truu airspeed VT is computed from the specified indicated 
airopeed VIAS or ?-tach numbLr M by 
p .. rl(h) 
T 
-
f 2 (h) e 
~ 
-
p/3092.4T 
e 
a = 65.76 If 
"'/7 _ 1.»1/2 M •• (5.««V1AS /29.)/p + l.)~ ) 
VT = H a 
48 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
.., 
- ,--- -,. ........... 
I 
j 
Here, p and Te are pressure and t_perature which are computed in a sub-
routine u functiou of altitude. Then, air danaity p and speed-of-aound 
a are computed as functions of p and Te' If Mach number is aiven, Eq. 
(32) il skipped, and instead 
ia used to compute the indicated airspeed. 
Next, th~ specific energy at h is 
Then, for climb, the EPR i8 set at the maximum value, and thrust Th and 
fuel flow ware again obtained frem subroutines as 
w • 
The approximation is made that lift L balances the aircraft weight w, or 
L ;. w. 
Then. the coefficit.'nt of lift CL is 
CL ; L/(l/2 0 vT
2 S) , 
where 5 is th~ aircraft r~ference area. Th~n, another Hubroutinl' is used 
to compute the drag coefficient CD as 
From 
Then. 
this, 
c • D 
drag 
D .. 
is 
1/2 
" 
~l V .. T S CD 
E'nl'rgy rnte is computed 
. 
E ,;. (T - D) VT/\V 
. 
as 
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(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
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The increllent of tilDe to reach thiH new .. tate is 
At .. (! - • Eb)/! • 
Tht;' fHrht path angle to reach this state is 
,; -1 (2(Ah/At)/(VT + VT) )' sin b 
The change in range between thCl' two points is about 
AR 
, 
(VT + Vr ) 'Y At/2 - COg . b 
The weight is incremCl'nted aA 
• W • Wb - w L\t . 
The £11 t itudc is ht.'ld cont;tant to acccl~ratp from th~ initial Apced V 
0 
to \' IASl and to accelerate from VIASl to VIAS2. 
For convenience. the deticent reft'rt'nce profile 1M computed hackwards 
In timL' from thCl' final altitudt' to thl:' cruiHe altitude. ThCl'n, the data 
points are reordered so that the deMc~nt reference profile ia followed in 
rl;'al timC'. 
CompariHon of Optfmllm and Handbook Rcfer~ncc Proffles 
One valut' of the TRACEN program is that it can hI:' used to compare the 
fuel and direct orerating costs of variolls profiles followed In climhing 
tu and dcsc~ndin~ from cruise. This capahility gives the user it valid way 
('If cst;l'! ishing till' putt1ntial \.orth of any given f1 i).tht m:m'lgl'ml'nt sYHtem. 
I'dhh' I'. taken from /{ef. 24. ind icateH the ilandhook L 1 imh and dl'Mel'nt 
Heht'dulcH for :-;l'vt'ral type~ (It l'0mmerci,11 aircraft. r,'r t'xampll'. <i 727-hh) 
ilircralt climbs (above 10000 it) at 340 kt (lAS) until ohtaining 0.78 Mach. 
Till.' climb il:l continllL'd at 0.78 ~Ial'h until cruist' altitudl' i:-; reacht'd. 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
Crllist' b at ll.80 Mach. l1l's.:ent Is also at n.80 ~filCh until ohtai.ning 340 kt 
(lAS). Tht.'n, desctmt is ..:ontimlL'd at 340 kt until 3048 m (lonOa ft) is 
rt'iichl'd. At that timl' the aircraft It'vds off and dl'cl'lerntt's tl) 25!l kt 
h~fore continuln~ to descend. 
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A irplane 
Type 
Table 6. Typical Aircraft Characteristics 
.a Specified in Manufactur.r's Handbooks. [24] 
Final 
Cruise Cruise 
Altitude Mach No. 
Landing 
Weight* 
--
Cl 
Sche 
1mb 
dule 
Descent 
Sc .~Jule 1 
- -- - - -----t--------
I 
7 
7 
D 
o 
D 
ID 
In 
37-200 
27-100 
27-200 
C-8-20 
C-8-50 
C~3-61 
C-8-62 
C-IO-10 
8,839 m 
.73 (29,000 FT) 
10,668 m 
(35,000 FT) .80 
10.668 m 
.80 (35,000 FT) 
10,668 m 
.80 (35,000 FT) 
10,668 m 
.80 (35,000 FT) 
10,668 m 
.80 (35.000 FT) 
10.668 m 
.80 (35,000 FT) 
10,668 m 
.R3 
36,644 KG 320 I (80,800 LB) AS/.73 M .73 M/320 lAS 
50,658 KG ! 
(l11.700 LB) ~.; , I 
. 
AS/.78 M .80 M/340 lAS 
, 
56,372 KG 340 1 (124,300 LB) AS/.78 M .80 M/340 lAS 
75,011 KG 300 I (165,400 LB) AS/.78 M .80 M/330 lAS 
77 .098 KG 300 I (170.000 LB) AS/.78 M .80 M/330 lAS 
88.707 KG 300 1 (195,600 LB) AS/.78 M .80 M/330 lAS 
82,313 KG 300 I (l81.500 LB) AS/ .78 M .30 M/330 lAS 
128.844 KG 300 I AS/.82 M .83 M/340 lAS (35.000 FT) {284 ,100 LB} 
47-100 10.668 m .84 194.784 KG 340 I (35.000 FT) (429.500 LB) 
-- . -- - - _. --------- - ------ ---- '--- - --
~. ._. .._ . _ . _____________________ . ________ .,. __ . ~:_:.' =_.M,; . ~_=86-=M-/3.40;:I~S 
* Ba~~d on average 1973 Payload ubt~in~d from CAB Form 41, Schpd. T-2(b). 
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TltAGEN was ulled to c01llpare fuel and tt •• CORl. of the handbook type 
profiles with optiaua profiles lenerated by OPT!M. Pigure 16 illultratel 
the 8peed/altitud~ profiles followed in a coaparatlve exaaple uling the 
tri-jet aircraft. Shown are a handbook refer~nc~ profl1dt an intermediate 
r~f.rence profil •• and a .ini.ua fuel profil~ generated by OPTIM. The 
intermediate reference profile wa. selected to have the characterlatics 
of thp handbook profile hut to have Ipeeds ~re nearly equal to the mini-
mum fuel profile. 
Table 7 pr~8entl the fu~l used, time, and range covered in flying the 
three climb and descent segment. illustrated in Fig. 16. An incremental 
cruise distance waa added to the intermediatp and minimum fuel c1imh pro-
fil~R .0 that the aame range would be covered for the climb comparison. 
Similarly. a enl1 •• increment was added to the handbook descent profile 80 
the same range would be covered for the de&cent comparison. (In Table 7, 
the second number aft~r each + tiign is the add~d cruise portion.) 
As can be aeen, the minimum fut'! climb prof 11e ;.tSL'S 169 kg (371 lb) 
lea~ fuel (7.8%) than th~ handhook r~fer~nce climb profil~. It also takes 
36 Bec 1£'88 time .1nd covers 15.338 n.mi. h·ss rangt' to reach the cruise 
conditions. Note however. that the minimum fuel profile begins cruise at 
Mach 0.77 rather than 0.78. Also note that if the cruisE' segment is added 
to th~ minimum fuel climb ~o equal range lH cover~d. the improvement in 
fuel is cut to 52 kg (115 lr.). or 2.37.. Thc minimum fuel climb proiile is 
cSl:lf.mtr;!lly l'quivlllt:mt' to t11(.' intcrmediatl' profile in that it only uses 6 kg 
(11 Ib) 1~6H fuel. 
The dl'Hcent profile shows a different result. Here, th~ handbook dl~Hcent 
profile taken alone uses 27 kg (60 Ib) less fuel and 2h7 sec less time to 
de::;cend than the "minimum fuel" profile. If the ran~l' traveled adjustment 
I::; mad,', however, the fastl'r handbook descent rt'quires 57 kg (12'; lb) more 
overall fuel. This includes the estimated 84 kg (184 Ib) requirpd to main-
tain cruise at 0.8 Mach for 10 n.mt. fuus, this faster descent consumes about 
20% mort' fuel, oVt.'rall, than th(.' minimum fUl'l prof ilc (although about the 
same mass of fuel is gained in using the minimum fuel descent as in using 
the minimum fup.l cltrnb.) 
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Prof ile 
Climb 
Descent 
Fuel Used -
Climb + C 
Descent + 
Time - Sec 
(min: 
Climb + C 
Descent + 
Range - n.m 
Climb + C 
Descent + 
~----...........-- =-'¥ 4 ....... , • '" 
Table 7. Comparison of Steering Techniques on Cost Perforaance for 
Tr.i-jet Aircraft. 500 n.si. Range 10 k:a 03000 ft) Cruise 
Altitude. 
Handbook Intersediate Hint.. Fuel 
250/340/.78 250/300/.77 
.80/340/250 
.71/255/250 
kg 
(1b) 
ruise 2345 2216 + 83 OK 2299 2176 + 117 
- 2293 (5169) (4885) (182) (5067) (4798) (257) (5055) 
Cruise 246 + 84 .. 330 274 273 (542) (184) (726) (604) (601) 
Jec) 
·uise 1308 1282 + 90 
- 1372 U72 + 126 
- 1398 (21:48) (21:22) (1:30) (22:52) (21:12) (2:06) (23:18) 
Cruis£' 912 + 80 =992 1124 1179 (15:12) (1:20) (16:32) (18:44) (19: 39) 
'uise 147.396 136.469 + 10.927 132.058 + 15.338 
Cruise 87.506 + 10.321 97.827 97.827 
------
-
--
b" _ .. _._~ ........ ~~' ___ ~ ___ . __ ._._, __ ,~.-..< _ ... __ "'-----"-----o.~.~_'_'___ ...... __ , __ .• ~_._ ............. __ • 
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Other Profile Coapari.on •• nd Sen.itivity Studies 
Optimum Profile Char.cteri.tic • In conduct in, the sen.itivity 
• naly.i. of the opt~ profile •• there are two it ... that ar. of par-
ticular intere.t: 
1). ~e e.tabli.hment of how the ch.racteri.tic. of opttMum profile. 
chanae with vari.tion. in initi.l ••••• ranae-to-ao. wind pro-
file., and other variable •• ffectina the .ircr.ft p~rformance. 
Knowing th ••• v.riation. affects how an on-bo.rd .laoritha .hould 
be con.tructed to account for .... urld chanael in the flight 
condition •• 
2). 'The .naly.i. of the effect that errora in the a .. umed fl~ ~!f t con-
ditions (i •••• different initi.l ..... different wind profile) 
h.ve on the co.t of flying a p.rticul.r profile. For example. 
if a •• uming the wrong initial mal. of the aircraft has little 
effect on the overall COlt. then the algorithm can be constructed 
so that initial ma.1 11 a •• umed to be a nominal value. 
The purpole of this section il to begin to address the.~ items for wind, 
initial mall, and range vari.tion.. Both OPTIM and !RAGEN Are required 
for this purpo.e. Other variables that may have an effect arc temperature, 
lift coefficient, drag coeffiCient, and thrust variations as well a. 
measurement errors of altitude, flight path angit·, airspeed (or Mach 
number), and range-to-go. These variations should be addresHed at a future 
it is assumed for climb that Mach number and flight pAth angle ~ivl,t\ 
as functions of altitude gpecify the optimum profile to a given cruiR~ 
altitude. Thu~. b\' presenting plotf\ of these variables as funrtionK M 
altitude, the effect of the variations to ~~e nominal conditton~ iA directly 
sl;'en. 
Fi~ure 17 shows the variations in thl;' climb profile as the total range 
is vari~J. in steps of 2~ n.m!. from 75 n.mi. to 275 n.mi. for the tri-jet 
model. AR can b~ seen, there is no variation below 3048 m (lOaOD ft). 
Above 3048 m (10000 ft), the flight path angle is initial1~' higher and tht.-' 
climh Mach number is initially low~r as th~ total rang!;' is increa~ed. But 
it is ~een that tht>!-tl' curves are essl;'nt la1lv parallel, and they mergl' into 
a common curve for rang~ exceeding 175 n.mi. Thus, it would he relatively 
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Figur~ 17. Effect of Range Variation on Opti~um Climb Flight Path 
An~le and Mach Nwnber 
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..., 
u .• y to medel the.e curve. a. a polynomi.,.d function of altitude with para-
meter variation due to change in range. 
Figure 18 show. the var~~tion in the profile as initial malw il 
varied. Again, there appear. to be a parallel off.et with a greater effect 
on flight path angla. Tllere is no offect on Mach number below 3048 m 
(10000 ft).) Also, again it can be .een that this variation would be easy 
to account for in specifying an on-board reference trajectory. 
The biggest uncertainty that would be eXllerienced during the climb 
and descent would be the variations in the longitudinal wind. To study 
this effect, the two wind profiles of Fig. 19 were used as program inputs. 
The Denver wind is the same as is shown in Fig. 7, but Fig. 19 also has 
the wind headings indicated at discrete points. The "triangle" wind is 
a a constant 270 heading wind varying linearly in magnitude with a1titl~e 
at a rate of 1 knot per 305 m (1000 ft). These wind profiles were assumed 
to act as both ta.! and head winds by setting the .ircraft headin£ to be 
900 or 2700 • 
Figure 20 shows the effect of each of these wind profil~s on the 
optimum climb trajectory compared to the nominal profile having no wind. 
As can be seen, the Mach number variation with altitude is essentially 
a parallel offset. The effect on flight path angle is mainly seen gOing 
u from zero to 3048 m (10000 ft) where a fan out of ± 0.3 is seen. Above 
3048 m (10000 ft), the variation app~ars more as a steady offset. Thus, 
again it appears that accounting for various wind profiles can be done 
in the on-board system in a relatively simple way. 
Figure 21 shows th~ effect of each of the wind profil~s on the optimum 
dCflct'nt from 10 km (33000 it). There. the plots show altitude and Mach 
numher as ftnlctions of range-to-go to the landing point. From the first 
plot. it is Reen that wind causes a + 10 n.mi. range variation in where 
the opt imum descent should hL'gin. This is predi('table basf.'d i~~ knowing 
how far the air mas~ moves due to the wind during t;lw descetl ~ i ' dod. Al so, 
tht"rt.' is up to a + 0.05 variation in the optimum Mach number Lt:' '\ ,'unction 
of rnngt..'-to-go. From tIlt.' esrlh'r rt.'sults presl'ntL'd, it was :-;hown that if 
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the altitude-range profile waa followed closely down to 3 km (10000 ft), 
the Mach number would probably follow the speed profile a.sociated with 
the given altitude range profile. Thus, from an implementation point-
of-view, the Mach variations seen above 3 km (10000 ft) in Fig. 21 are 
not of concern. Below 3 km (10000 ft), only one profile needB to be .tored. 
The results aeen in Figs. 11-21 are limited in scope, in that all possible 
variations are not addressed. For example. the effects of variations in 
cruise mass and cruise altitude for the descent trajectories should be 
explored. However, the one thing that can be concluded is that variations 
of total rangE, initial mass, and wind profiles have predictable effects 
that can be easily used to modify the characterization of the nominal 
optimum trajectory. Thus, the process of computing the optimum climb-des-
cent profiles does not have to take place on-board the aircraft. Instead, 
a nominal profile plus modifications to account for off-nominal parameter 
changes can be pre-computed and stored in the aircraft flight management 
system. This provides a very simple on-board method of computing the 
reference profile. 
The second aspect of the sensitivity analysis was to study the effect 
of flying a non-optimal profile. This effort involved using TRAGEN to 
simulate following a given incorrect optimum profile when a different 
profile should have been used. Two error conditions were investigated: 
a) Following an optimum profile Hpecified for the incorrect 
it;itial mass 
b) Following an optimum profile specified for the incorrect wind 
profile. 
Only the climb phase was investigated. 
For initinl mass errors, four runs were made as shown in table 8. As 
can be expectt'd, the increase in aHsumed initial mass causes a decrease 
in the optimum cruise altitude. Thus, if the aircraft is lighter than the 
,lssumed amount, it will climb faster to the lower altitude. This results 
in both time and fuel reduction from what was predicted to reach cruise. 
Cases la and ld in Table 8 were of this nature, and they show a 13-14% re-
duction in fuel and a 14-16% reduction in climb time for an initial error 
of -6804 kg (-15000 lb) in initial mass. 
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Table 8. Initial M ... Error CAse. Considered .. -CU .• b ProiUe 
Chans. in Chanse in 
Initial Mas. Assumed Optimum Profile Climb Fuel Climb Time 
Run - kg (1b) Mu. - Ita (lb) k~ J1bl-1%) Sec 
- ~%~ 
la 61236 68040 -274 (135000) (150000) (-604) (-13.1%) -159 (-14.4%) 
b 61236 54432 +329 (135000) (120000) (+726) (+18.7%) 223 (+22.9%) 
c 68040 61236 371 (1500UO) (135000) (+817) (+19.2%) 247 (+23.3%) 
d 54432 61236 269 (120000) (135000) (-592) (-13.9%) -167 (-15.8%) 
--'-
On the other hand, if the initial mast is assumed too small, the 
heavier aircraft will attempt to climb to a higher than nominal altitude. 
Cases lb and Ie of Table B show this condition for an initial mass error 
of +6804 kg (+15000 lb). The result was a 19% increase in required climb 
fuel and a 23% increase in required climb time. It was also seen that 
the aircraft did not achieve the required cruise airspeedA when the in-
correct optimum input altitude was reached. Climb fuel estimation accuracy 
is important for choosing the optimum cruise conditions. 
Based on the results of Table 8, it i~ seen that the lnitial mass is 
an imporcant parameter to be ent0red into the computations. It is better 
to as:-.lI1ne too Llrgt' an in i t ial mass than vice versa. 
For the climb wind profile errors, four more cases were studied where 
optimum climb profiles based on the triangle wind profile of Fig. 19 were 
used. The results are shown in Table 9. As can be seen, if the tail wind 
is greater than assumed (Cases 2a and 2d), more time and possibly more fuel 
are required to achieve cruise conditions. Likewise, if the head wind iti 
greater than assumed (Cases 2b and 2c), less time and possibly less fuel 
are required, although t']~ results are mixed. It is seen that neglecting the 
wind profile can vary fuel cost up to + 1.5%. 
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Table 9. Wind Profile Error ea.e. Considered - Climb Prof1ln 
Aasumed Profile Chanae in Chanaca in 
Actual Wind for Computina Climb Fuel Climb Time 
Run Profile Optimum ka (lb) - (X) Sec - (%) 
2a No Wind Head -1 (-2) (-.05%) +7 (+0.7%) 
b No Wind Tail +11 (+24) (+0.6%) -3 (-0.3%) 
c Head No Wind -27 (-60) (-1.4%) -15 (-1.4%) 
d Tail No Wind +29 (+64) (+1.S:n +18 (+1. 7%) 
These type of sensitivity studies are important because they produce 
information necessary for the implementation process. Computing the 
optimum profile with the wrong aircraft or environment models can cause 
a large percentage of the expected gain from the flight manag~ment systent 
to not be realized. 
Mnny more sensitivity cases than those described above need to be 
obtained ~or determining the sensor and measurement processing requirements 
3ssocicted with implementation of an optimum vertical flight management 
sys tern. However. with the ':lVailabi1ity of the OPTIM and TRAGEN programs, 
the user is in a position to obtain these results. 
Benefit of Free Cruise Altitude OPTIM was used to generate optimum 
profiles where the cruise altitude wan both free and fixed. Figure 22 
shows a comparison of twin-jet aircraft profiles wi.ere al titude is fixed 
at 10 km (33000 ft) and free. The initial mass of the aircraft is 40.78 
tonne (90,000 Ib). Range traveled is 750 n.mi. As can be seen, the climb 
and descent profiles for both cases are equivalent. The free-cruis~ 
altitude case begins cruise sooner (- 32000 ft) and climbs during cruise 
to about 11.4 kID (37500 ft). 
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TaLl. 10 pre.ent. a coat compari.on of th. two profile •• hown in Fia. 
22. As can be .e.n, the free-cruile altitude profile take. 70 .ee lonaer 
to c~mplet., but it requiraa 154 ka (339 lb) 1 ••• fuel than the fixed-
crui •• altitude ca.e. (Thi. 1 •• reduction of 3.9%). Th ••• r.sult. were 
al.o based on gen.ratine ~pt~ profile. usina coat of fuel Cf of $0.33/~ 
($0.15/lb) and co~t ~t time Ct of $600./hr. With th ••• co.t fiaur •• , the 
dir.ct operatina co.t reduction of u.ing the climb crui.e i. $29.20 (or 
1.37%) tor this fliaht. 
The fixed cruise result. could have been improved perhaps, by .electing 
a fixed cruise altitude df some value other than 10 km (33000 ft). How-
ever, the pilot i8 not u.ually liven that freedom. Another improvement 
could have been realized by allowing a step climb in the cruise .egment 
of the fixed-cruise altitude case - e.g., irom 10 km (33000 ft) to 11.28 km 
(37000 ft). An inter~sting and valuable addition to OPTIM would be to 
include the step climb option. 
Benefit of Constraining Time-of-Arrival To Imderstand the reasons 
why fixed time-of-arrival flight path control would be beneficial, we re-
state three assumptions made in Chapter I concerning the fl\ture scenario 
of commercial aviation: 
1. Because of the increasing cost and scarcity of jet fuel, air-
craft will soon he nominally flying along minimum fuel vertical 
flight paths. 
2. Because of increasing demand for air travel, increasing conges-
tion and delays of variable length will be occuring at the major 
terminal areas. 
3. Because of increasing capabilities being developed and implemented 
in communication and com?uter technology, the ATC system will be 
able to antic ii-ate terminal area delay times. ll.t.> controller 
will be able to inform the pilot early in the flight what the 
expected delay will be, and he will be able to assign the pilot 
an open time slot (time-of-arrival) at the terminal feeder fix 
or outer marker. 
If these assumptions hold. the pilot will have a choice of two strategies 
to follow to take a fixed d~lay into account: 
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Tabl. 10. Coat Coapariaon for Fixed and Pr •• Altitude Profil •• 
Ranae • 750 n.mL 
Quantity 
Fuel - ka 
• $0.33/ka ($0.15/lb) 
Climb 
(lb) 
Twin-Jet Aircraft 
Ct • $600.00/hr. 
Crui .. 
Fi~.d 1099 (2426) 2740 (6049) 
Free 1091 (2409) 2580 (5695) 
Dbtance - n.mi. 
Fixed 85.6 577 .5 
Free 84.6 566.1 
Time - hr:m:s 
Fixed 13:39 1:20:27 
free 13: 31 1:20:01 
COgt - $ 
Fixed 427.73 1530.53 
Free 424.37 1483.67 
Wo - 40.18 tonne 
(90000 1b) 
hc • 10 km (33000 ft) 
D •• cent Total 
167 (368) 4006 (8843) 
181 (399) 3852 (8504) 
86.9 750.0 
99.4 750.0 
15:32 1:49:39 
li' :16 1:50:49 
199.61 2157.86 
220.63 2128.66 
-----
- -
. _____ -4--- "_.-
1. Continue to fly his nominal minimum fuel path and then enter a 
"minimum fuel flow" holding pattern to absorb the delay at the 
~nd of the cruis~ segment, or 
2. Regulate: his flight path by slowing down so that he arrives at 
the terminal area within an acceptable tclerance of the assigned 
time-of-arrival. 
Th~ algorithm developed in this study generates the optimum verrical flight 
path betw~en a city pair which minimizes fuel and meets the delayed time-
(If-arrival constrai~t (Option 2 above). The fuel reduction of using this 
strategy is now compared to that of O~tion 1 as a function of the delay 
time. 
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Th ... thod u •• d to ,en.rat. a profile that follows the .trat.,y of 
Option 1 can b. d.,cr:lbed with t~ .ketch .hlMl in 1'1,. 23. It 11 a •• taed 
that the profile toll ow. the •• pent. b.tween the .equenc. of I·oint. ahown 
in 1'1,. 23. The ..... nt. iollowed arel 
1-2: Climb alon, a min~ fuel '.a .. nt. 
2-3: Maintain a minilawa fuel cruise .epent to the point 
Va'l.r. d •• cent would normally b.,in. 
3-4: Continu. at crui.e altitude and Air'peed until the 
rani· where the minimum fuel flow air.peed i. obtained 
durina tne DOIIIinal de.cent. 
4-5: Uecel.rate to the minimum fuel flow airlpeed while main-
taining cruile altitude..I."hii begina the holdin& pattern. 
5-6: Remain in the holdin, pattern at cruil. altitude and 
minimum fuel flow air. peed to ablorb the fixed delay time 
P.riod. 
6-7: Continue with minimum fuel de.cent. 
The fuel burned during each of the.e ~egment8 can be obtained from the 
OPTIM program normal printout. Thil proBle is optimistic in that it 
a.aumes that the air~raft leave. the holding pattern <at crul.e altitude 
and minimum fuel flow) with no dilcontinuity with the optimum descent pro-
f f h'. 
2 
Figure 23. Sketch of Profile with Holding Pattern (Option 1). 
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'l,ur~. 24 and 25 .how the -.aunt and percent of fuel .aved u.ing 
Option 2 in.telld of Option 1. 'nl. independent variable ia the arri"al 
tiae delay. tor the .ediu. ran,e tti-jet aircraft with •••• of 68275 kg 
(150,000 lb) at takeoff. 'nle ran,e traveled 11 the other variable para-
.Mter in the.~ (29 .in 10 lee), about 660 kg (1450 Ib) of fuel can be 
potentially .aved. Approximately 225 kg (500 lb) of £u.l can be .aved 
for anticipated 5 ainute delay, 1ndependent of rallla. 
Fiaure 25 .how. the pereenta,e ()f fuel laved for the casel shown in 
Fig. 24. Up to 6% of the fuel used by Option I can b. laved with thi. 
controlled time-at-arrival capability. The values .hewn in Fig. 25 are 
computed by dividing the reduced fuel amount by that used for controlled 
time-of-arrival (Option 2). 
TIle results just presented are conservativ~ in the Rense that the 
holding pattern assumed to obtain th~ Option I resultR is ideal. Usually, 
holding patterns are made at lower chan cruiSE" altitudeH. The result .. 
arp optimi~tic in th~ sens~ that for Option 2, it !~ ad8umed that the pilot 
is informed of the upcoming time delay right after takeoff. ThuH, further 
study is nec~ssary to model a more accurutt: reprelH'ntat ion of the holding 
pattern and to consider the catles where tile pilot is informed of the delay 
somewhere during the cruise segment of flight. However, the potential 
H8V1nes are clearly indicated. 
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IV 
SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS. AND UCOMMENDATIONS 
Summary and Conclusions 
All evidence indicates that we are rapidly consuming our supply of 
hydrocarbon fuels. This make. it mandatory that oystems be daveloped that 
allow conservation of the remaining sup,iies until alternate fuels can be 
developed. Thi~ is especially true of aircraft flight whicb currently has 
no alternatives. This re~ort addresses the development of on-board 
algorithms tor vertical steering of the aircraft to minimize fuel con-
sumption and cost. 
Chapter II derives an algor1.thm for computing the optimum vertical 
profile using range as the independent variable. Both fuel and time are 
penalized, and the longitudinal wind effects are taken into account. The 
Hamiltonian is constant for this mechanization, and it is equal to the 
minimum cruise cost per unit distance traveled. To obtain optimum climb 
and descent profiles involves minimizing a single function at discrete 
p~ints along the trajectory by proper choice of thrust and airspeed. This 
algorithm proved to be a dual to the ont derived by Erzberger where ~nergy 
was used as the independent variable. A computer program (called OPTIM, 
described in Appendix A) was used to obtain the optimum vertical profiles 
for typical medium range transport a"',rcraft flights based on these 
algurithms. 
Chapter II also presents a L~thod of generating a minimum fuel flight 
path when the time-of-arrival (or length of flight is fixed. A conver-
gence problem sometimes occurs when using this option because aerodynamic 
and propulsion data are stored in tabular forms rather than as continuous 
functions in the programs. 
In Chapter III, the accuracy of the vertical profiles obtained from 
OPTIH are examlned by using a more ('omplete longitudinal model of the 
aircraft. This model was incorporated into a computer program called 
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TRACEN (described in Appendix E) which st.eers the aircraft to follow an 
input or computed reference tt·ajectory. Result. ahow that the OPTIM 
r~ference traj~ctori.s are both flyable and accurate in terms c~ fuel 
burned and time expended. 
ehapteH III also preunts the changes in characteristics of optimum 
reference trajectories dU(1 to changea in range, initial mass, and wind 
profile for a typical transport aircraft. It is concluded t~at these 
changes are simpl~ modifications to the nominal reference profiles; they 
could be used to compute perturbations to a nominal profile on-board with-
out recomputing the entire referenc~ prOfile. 
Chapter 111 also examines the effects of errors in the estimated 
values of initial mass and the wind profile on the performance obtained 
during ~limb. A 9% increase in initial mass (6804 kg (15000 lb» can 
cau~e a 23t increase in time and ~ 19% increase in fuel required to achieve 
the deHired cruise conditiona. Wind errors have a smaller effect. These 
s~nsitiuity studies are uHcful for specifying how accurately various para-
mt,.'tC'rn which affect the f1 ight performance need to be ml'asured. 
Chapter Il I nlso il1lU~trRtt,.'ti further ut il ity of the llPTIM and TRAGEN 
progr~m capnbilitieH. Rl'HUltli art.' givl'n which: 
a). Compare tIlt.' (ltd nnd timt! l'Ostl-l of a typicnl opt imum prof i1~ 
flight wherl;' th~ cruiHl' altitutlt.' iii constrained to 10 km or 
i6 fl"t't,.'. The range was 7')0 n .ml •• and a twin-Jet t ran::>port 
model WClI-l uqeJ. TIlt..' path with the fixed CrUitil' aIt itud£ con-
::>traint requirt.·d 154 k~ (3JQ lb', more fuel which i1~ 3.9'- of 
thl' total fuel hurnl'd. 
b). InVl'Htigate the btllt.'fit~ of h,lVing fixed timl'-of-arrival guid-
ance capability on-board thl.' aircraft. The fuel that could bc 
suved hv u9in~ tlliti capahility to absorh delays rather than 
ustng holding patterns was computl'd for delnys of up to 30 min 
and rqng~H of 500. 1000. and 1500 n.mi. About 225 kg (500 Ih) 
of fucl C'ould bL' saved for a I) min delay of a tri-jet aJrcraft 
(r0gardless of rClng~) usinN rhp fixed tlme-of-arri~ul option. 
Fu~l SClVl'd ('auld he us hi~h as ht of thl> total fuel used. 
c). Compare handbook rt"ferenCt' and opt';'mum profiles. Tt wati shown 
that an optimum climb for a td-jet aircraft would use 169 kg 
(371 Ib) less fuel (7.HZ) than the handbook reference climb pro-
file. HQwc>vl'r. after making adjustm(>nt~ for Niual rang.:.> travl.'led. 
tId!1 ~avinr.s ' .... 115 reduC't>G to 52 k~ (115 lb) l,'s~ fl\('1 (2.1 / ). 
~j optimum desc~nt requires ')7 kg (124 lh) les9 fuel than a 
ia:;tl'r llilndbook de~H','nt profilt'. 
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Many mar. interesting studiea can be conduct.ad with these complementary 
computer programs. 
Recommendations 
Based on the experience obtained by review of previous work, develop-
ment of the OPTIM and TRAGEN program capabilities, and conversations held 
with many government and indu8try personnel associat~d with research and 
design in the a.r transportation and air traffic control fields, the 
following recommendaUons are made concerning inunediate future work. 
The following extensions to th~ OPT 1M and TRAGEN programs would pro-
vide the capability to obtain more realistic reference flight paths, 
correct known minor program errors, and add capabilities which would be 
useful for obtaining improved solutions for other phases of flight: 
a) Modeling of lift and drag 
The aerodynamic data used to model the aircraft lift and drag 
in OPTIM and TRAGEN are quite complete. However, in the 
course of the study it was found that great care had to be 
taken in obtaining lift and drag coefficients from table look-
up routines. This was particularly true for drag; the drag co-
efficient ie currently given as a function of the lift co-
efficient and Mach number. From a cross plot of CD against 
Mach num~er for a given CL, a highly non-linear result occurs 
in the region of typical cruise points (e.g., M = .78 and 
CL = .35). Thus, tables which interpolSlte linearly between the 
lines of constant Mach number will create ridges or kinks in 
the data which can have an advlrse effect on the determination 
of th~ optimum cruise Mach number in the OPT 1M program. The 
kinks produce discontinuities in attempting to converge on 
time-of-arrival. One solution would be to use curve fitting 
techniques to insure that the drag coefficient is always a con-
tinuous function of both CL and Mach number. This also re-
quires that the aerodynamic data be carefully ch'cked to 
adjust any data points causing kinks to occur. 
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b). MoJteling of propulsion data 
The propulsion data used to model the turbofan engine for the 
twtn-jet aircraft is strictly "uninlltalled ll data. For estabUshing 
trends and for making relative comparison, these data are suf-
ficient. However, if one whhes to model a given aircraft more 
exactly and to predict absolut.~ results, installation losses 
must be included in the model. The losses include inlet pressure 
recovery losses, exhaust nozzle losses and bleed and power 
extraction. The following table gives data for one particular 
engine model to illustrate the point. 
Table 11. Example of Unmodeled Propulsion Losses 
Mach Number -
Altitude • 
Standard Day 
Reference Thrust • 
Reference SFC -
0.78 
9.144 km (30000 ft) 
18593 N (4180 Ib) (uninsta11ed data) 
0.773 
t----------_-=:::..-===:;:====== 
Item , t\SFC SFC Change - --SFC 
------------------+---,--------~.---_1---------
Nozzle G~os~ Thrust 
Coefficient 
Inlet Pressure Recovery 
Bleed and Power 
Extraction 
Total 
Install~d Thrust • 17641 N 
(3966 Ib) 
Installed S);< .... 
- 0.797 
-.0008 +.0004 
-.0041 +.0015 
-.0462 +.0295 
---
-.0511 +.0314 
t============================='============== _________________ . ___ 
., 
,. 
i 
---------~---~-~------~~-----~----~ 
c). 
The.e ~~nge. are nontrivial and .hould be considered when mod.lini 
an actual system. At inle condition" the effects are even more 
pronounced for the bleed and power estractl~.on because of the low 
level of thrust. It ia recommended that these inatallation effects 
be modeled and that the reLulta be compared with those of the pre-
sent study to establish quantitatively the installation effects. 
Correction of the time-oi-arrival convergence problem. 
Currently, because most of the aerodynamic and engine character-
istics are obtained (for both aircraft models) from tables using 
linear interpolation, there are kinks in the data. This causes 
convergence problems when the time-of-arrival is constrained. 
Steps to correct this problem would be to 
a). Convert aero and engine data to continuous functions 
so that int~rpolation can be eliminated, as dis-
cussed above, 
b). Ensure that there are no double minimums in the cruise 
cost at a particular altitude, 
c). Replace or improve the optimization routine, and 
d). Check out OPTIM with the modifications. 
This correction is vital to smooth running of the algorithm on-
board an aircraft. 
d). pptimum cruise - step change in altitude. 
Currently, OPTIM is based on opti~um cruise climbs. This added 
option would be an extension to using fixed cruise altitudes. 
OPTIM would determin~ where to change altitudes in a step fashion 
as fuel is burned off dur~ng cruise. 
e). ~~_n£!. TRAGEN to simulate the entin~ f1ight~l:!.!_ 
Currently. Tk;\GEN can be used to simulate either the cl 1mb or 
the descent profile. This addition would add logic so that 
cruise (constant altitude, step climb or cruise climb) could 
be simulated along with a three-segment climb-cruise-descent 
profile. 
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f) • Tabot! perfopnance modelilli. 
Currently, OPTlM begins (light path optimization calculations 
at an arbitrarily .elected speed and altitude which i8 de.ignated 
as the beginning of climb. If this program is to be used as a 
flight plannins tool, 80me allowance must be made for the time, 
iuel burned and altitude attained during the takeoff phase. Thi. 
phase includes the ground roll, rotation and climb during flap 
retraction. The takeoff performance should be .tudied to develop 
sufficient parametric data to be able to predict the velocity 
and altitude at the beginning of climb and the fuel burned during 
the takeoff. Both the ambient temperature profile and airport 
altitude must be taken into account. 
g). ~scent performance modeling. 
Currently, OPTIM computes the descent portion of the trajectory 
with the engines usually at a flight idle power setting. In doing 
so, two potential constraints are ignored - the rate of increase 
in cabin pressure and the maximum allowable fuselage angle. Both 
factors are important for a commercial transport aircraft. The 
descent trajectory for both aircraft should be studied to de-
termine if theae constraints are $ignificant in relation to the 
overall flight path optimization methodology used in OPTIM. If 
these constraints do prove to be Significant, it is necessary 
to include these effects in both OPTIM and TRAGEN. In addition, 
the fuel, time, range, and altitude cover~d during the final d~s­
cent phase with flaps and landing gear deployed need to be de-
termired. These effects would also be included in the OPTIM 
aud TRAGEN programs. 
h). Cruise control to account for wino and temperature 
Currently, OPTI!-! U'5es a single wind profile which specifies 
magnitude and direction as a function of altitude. This profile 
is used to c~mpute the optimum climb, cruise, and descent por-
tions of flight. There is an eventual need to develop variable 
profile models of the wind and temperature as functions of both 
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altitude and horizontal position. Then, by uaina th ... models, 
the optfmization technique. need to be modified to account tor 
the modeled wind and temperature variation.. Tbil il e.pecially 
important for the crui •• phase of flight which may cover a 
large range over which the wind change. may b. con.lderable. 
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APPE'NDIX A 
TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION USING THE ENERGY STATE METHOD 
The purpose of this Appendix is to summarize briefly the theore-
tical background used for optimization of trajectorie •• The.e principles 
form the basie of the numerical process used for roaputini the optiaum 
vertical profile of a jet aircraft. More details are given in iBt •• 17, 
21, and 23. Referenca2S derive. the {lrincipl ... upon which trajectory 
optimization is based. In Rafs. 17 and 21. Erzberger and Lee apply these 
principles using the energy state approximation to obtain a practical, 
efficient means of generating the optimum vertical profile. 
OPTIM is an extension of tpe original computer code developed by 
Erzberger and Lee that encompasses these principles and is based on their 
methods. The latter part of this appendix describes how OPTIM is organized. 
In the following sections. the theory of trajectory optimization is 
first presented. Then, the application of this theory to minimizing the 
direct operating cost (DOC) of an aircraft traveling over a fixed range 
is outlined. This is followed by a discussion of the details of going 
from theoretical expressions to a practical computer code. The theore-
tical points are presented without proof, i..>r conciseness. The reader 
wanting more detail should review the references. 
Theoretical Principles 
In Ref. 25.,3 description is given of the requirement~ for solving 
an optimization problem in\olving a c~ntinuous dynamic system with n~ 
terminal constraints bat with fixed terminal time. This description is 
rep~ated here because it pr~sents the basic principles which extend to 
the aircraft profile optimization problem. 
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A .y.tftm (the aircraft) i. loverned by the nonlinear diff~rential 
equation. 
x • f(x,u,t) x(t ) aiven; 
o 
t < t < t f ; 0- -
(A.1 ) 
where x i. the n-dimen.ional atate vector and u i. the m-dimenlional con-
trol vector. TIle co.t function which i. to be minimized il of tho form 
(A.2) 
Here, ¢ il the terminal cost function, and L is the coat per unit time along 
the trajectory. The problem is to find the sequence of controls u(t) that 
minimiz6t J. 
First, the system equations are adjoined to J with the multiplier 
vec tor A (t): 
f t f T • J • ¢(x(tf),t f ) + {L(x,u,t)+). (t){f(x,u,t)-x}} dt. 
to 
Then the Hamiltonian function is dp.fincd as 
T H(x,u,t) • L(x,u,t) + A (t)f(x,u,t). 
equation (A.3) is integrated by parts to yield 
J • 
+ ft f {H(x~u, I~) + ~T (t) x(t)} dt. 
to 
Next. the change in J due to variations in u(t) and x(t) is con-
sidered for fixed to and t f : 
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(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.S) 
I 
, 
I 
I( ~ - AT ) 6x I tot + 
f 
oj • 
+ j tfl( :HX + IT ) au I t fJ A OX + au 6u dt. 
o 
The elements of A(t) are chos~n to cau.e the coefficients of Ox in Eq. 
(A.6) to vanish under the intelral and at tfl 
~T • aH aL 
--.---dX ax 
(1..6) 
(A. 7) 
Equations (A.7) are called the co-state equations. Then, EQ. (A.6) becomes 
oJ. A Tox(t
o
) + Jtf ~~ 6u dt. 
to 
(A.8) 
For J to be minimum, oj must be ~ero for arbitrary u(t); this implies that 
for no bounds on u, 
aH • a 
dU 
on the optimum path. If the control variables are constrained as 
(A.9) 
r.(u,t).:::.. a, (A.la) 
then for u(t) to be minimizing, w~ must have 6J > a for all admissible u(t). 
This implies, from Eq. (A.S) that 
for all t and ~11 admissible 6u(t). In other words, H mvat be ~~nimized 
over the s~t of all possible u; this is known dB the minlmum principle [25]. 
In tiummary, to solve for u(t} that minimizes J, thp dtfferential 
equations (A.I) and (A.7) mURt be solved simultaneously, where u(t) i8 
determined from Eqs. (A.9) or (A.1l). Th~ boundary conditions on the state 
x at to and A at t f are specified, reSUlting in a two-point boundary-value 
problem. 
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It L and f are not explicit function. of t. then 
• H (A.l2) 
Each element of Eq. (A.l2) i. zero on the opt~ trajectory, from which 
we can conclude that H i. con.tant on the optimum trajectory. Thi. latter 
point 11 uaed in the analyst. pre .. nted in Chapter n. 
Application to Aircraft l-rofile Optimization Utl!ng the Energy 
State Approximation 
Here we are concern~d with applying the above theory to the pro-
blem of choosing the thruat and airlpeed values to control the aircraft 
vertical profile in going from one point to another. The cost functi"m 
J is the direct operating cost (DOC) -hich is the sum of fuel and time 
costl. ThiR is, in integral form, 
(A.13) 
wh~'rt' ( is the ('ost of lu!;.'l (S/k~ nr S/lh), ~ is flwl flow (kg/lb/nr), C 
t 
i~ tht: ,-ust of timE:! (S/hr), Cd b the dlrcct operating cost, .1nd t f is the 
time to fly th~ specified distD~ce trav~led df • It is also assumed that the 
typical vertical profile is SCi shown in Fig. A.l - that is, it contains 
climb, ('ruise, and descent portion~ which have the cnnstraint that 
where 
d 
up • 
.. 
x(t
ci ) • the distance trav~led from 
wher.~ t.le cruiHc segment begins <at 
d f - x(tcf ) .. the distance traveled 
cruis .... (at time t • t cf ) to where the 
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(A.14) 
the start p':'int to 
time t • t ci) • 
from the end of 
descent segment ends. 
" 
-- --. 
.., 
E L-----..... I (' ...., 
I.-CRUISE, d 
----.I , (' , 
:0 , , a.- t' , , J , I , , u , , .... ..... , 
, .... u 
~ CLIMB, d 
DESCENT, df up Distance traveled, d
f ddn 
Ffgurl' A.l. A"sul'IIE'd Struc'ture of OptimUl'll Traj~ctoric:; 
TItus, the coat function (Eq. (A.13» can be rewritten as 
where tJ.! is thf> cost pt'r unit distance whfhll in cruise. 
Simpl!fil'd pOint-mass t'quations of longitudinal motion of the air-
craft are 
• V~ a; (T-L)/m - g sin '( , l.-
• 
(A.IS) 
h.\, sin Y , a (A.l6) 
x·\, cos '( + V 
a w 
wher~ th~ flight path angle (~) dynamics and mass loss due to fuel burn 
are neglected. Here, 
v - true airspeed, a 
h • altitude, 
V - longitudinal component (tangent to earth's surface) of wind speed, w 
m • aircraft mass. 
r - thr .... st, 
D • drag. 
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r\l..,;c, 1.t j 5 a':l~umed that 1 tit L :a mg COt~ '(. Tne c!h'ct of m..~S!:t lCJ~s is 
iilC!counted for t-y cr.mt lnu(:usly updating mass without adding a.nother stat<:! 
vortable. 
E ~. 2 h + Va 12l!. , 
whid. is t)le €\I"i: of pot('.'otiai Clnd L:;,.n'~tir. .ml'-r.gy pet \,nit mass. Its 
time d~rjvativf.! h. f':-,mi to be 
• 
E" V .. (J'~T>~ !r.lg 
•• 1 
CotLl7) 
(A .18) 
"I.'lit: encrg;! 5!:Cl.tC api?ro){imath1(j Ls b..l.s(d ,:m the .as~mmption that. pnt,mtial 
fwd ldnc:t.c .i.!lh:>rgy call he inter.:han:;.cd lnstal1tsne l Jl..lsly. In tldt.> approxima-
tion~ t:h(~ ~'nergy stlte variable l"(>pltlces a1 t1 t1Jd(~ and airr"peed state 
• • 
val"table.s \.l61. rht/17, Bri. Ut.l'l) .. ~al1 hi~ used in. pl.1.ct.! /;If Va .:md h:ln Eq. 
(A.J6). 
[t is 3ssun~d that the aircraft spuciCic encrgy increases monotonically 
d1lrinr, .:limb .md d\:'crl2:ast?8 monotoni.cally during d~l:.i<::f:nt. This as)3Umnti.on 
it~ \lSI..~.j in th.1 Ji..'v,>1opmr,nt· to changt· L!1t:: In<iL'pcl1tit:'nt v1.n:iablt' in Eq. (A.l.S) 
:1 t '" dE .. ...-» (A.19) 
£. 
IL is rnathematicallv 
(A.IS) backwards in time so that the energy state is monotonicsI1y increas-
ing during its evaluation. This means that the running distance (range) 
variabI~ during the descent can be measured backwards from the end point. 
Thus, we can think of ran~e measured in two ways as shown in Fig. A.2. 
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up 
-x (t ) 
up l'1 
CRUISE 
FigUl'C A.2. M~ahur~mfnt 02 Range from the Orl,ln or to thQ Destination. 
In thio sketch, 
x (t) ur • 
x (t ) .. 
up . ci 
rang~ measured on the way up In ff.H'Wl-I.rd time t, 
value of 'It when .initial crui.fI(,' .is reached, 
up 
rang~ measured on the way up in backward time T, 
Also. WI." dcfilH.' the variabl~! " to bL' range- trnveled during Clirolb ,md 
deSCt'nt. The dj stanct trilv0i.ed Juring crubc- tb than constrained to be 
varLlble x b ,,' ~ .:J •.. U.I.U Jl.dn • 
That is 
dx - d(x +)Cd). up n (A.20) 
From this discussion, the second of Eqs. (A.15) can be written as 
J _jtcicddt + (d f - xUP(tci ) 
°i 
We use Eq. (A.19) and the transformation 
dT dE 
- m 
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Xdn(Tcf» IjJ +fCf ICdldT 
Of (A.21) 
(A.22) 
'0 
, 
r ( 
. 
" ~ f ~ 
, 
~ , 
~ J r 
t . I 
I 
I 
to rewrite- Eq. (A. !5) as 
F i C ) 
.J -I'c -~.~ d F. l- ( d - (!~ ( E ) + x ( E ) )) 
.. f up ci d~ . ~f 
F.:{ ~ ... O 
(A.23) 
Here. El~ E i' 1': t" and E. :lrc. tht! vall'er, "If t:£'~i~i. "th'tJ:r,'1 cvalnutect C C r 
at timE: t equn.l. til 0 ~llln, i:l a.ld ~ ':mt~ r ev.lll1::ttt?d nt t ~:t' r:nd. ~f rCl>p,,:c-
t1.vely. 
Note £L'om F.q. (11.23) tll3.t 1.ht' l'mr,l::" \i,-t1'lilble 'K ';'Inl~ i'pt)l.nys H~ rhe 
sum of climb ,md dl!s,'c'ut d!.stances (x .... x ). Thuti, tht.' :-:ltat~ t!qtL.1tion 
up dn 
for lh16 system at equation~ can be wriLtrn us 
dx 
.. ~-. :.I 
dE + ( .~\~tll! ... ~_~\',~d_l!?_ .). I !, I 
I r~. 
1"'0 
(A. "If) 
he.:oe, V and \i I .a:'~! tJw .lol'l..,:itud inal ":C:T&rl.1nl:nt8 ot trw "int! sl'~'f.d WllP Wt.n 
fnt' cUmh i:::ld d .. ~~( 'nt. Th~·il. ul1alogtll.,,, tn Eq. (.\.!I), t-h", tlul'1il.tonlnn i~ 
r( C.1 ) H ".II ':;; .. 
IE. l' E>O 
+ ) l(tV -IV)) (\:.~ 'I) ) ~'I . I .. "11 .• 'l. •.• ~ J" 'Wdn' ~ + '. } -- .- L +. .--~ . - - i 
• C,.. iEi /.'J '~O \ ~O ~O 
(A.25> 
This can be divided as 
red + A (V +V >] H • up wup + • L E E>O (A.26) 
Now, analogous to Eq. (A.7), the costate equation for A can be written as 
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and from Eqs. (A.7) R.nd (A.23), t.his costate has the final v.!;llup. 
ott> 
;: ... --.--~- .. d (x +If.d ) up . u 
where !4' is th~ c.:r.ui.se cost pct' unit d iatnnce. 
(A.28) 
Note t this problem could be placed in a. slightly more conventional. form 
by dividing it into two probleml:i - one:: for climb and one-half of the 
CtL11sl;' distance and tht:' other for decent iHid rhr· other half of thE' cruise 
distance. 
dA ,,_ .... -
dE 
for climh. 
... 0 
~\[df;2 - xdnJ ~\~cf) 
dXdn 
• - IP (E ) cf 
(A. 2S) 
(A.30) 
This allows splitting the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (A.26) and allows for 
IP(E
ci
) ; IP(E
cf )' In fact, in the actual implementation Eci ; Ecf because 
optimum cruise energy changes as fuel is burned off. The principal results 
are unchanged, however. 
Thus, from Eq. (A.II), (A.29) and (A.30) the trajectory optimization 
problem becomes 
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(A. 31) 
• 
'rhus, the optimization problem taducl:1a to Folving pointwi.e minimum 
values of the algehraic functions de~ined by &t. (A.31) dUring the climb 
and descent portioos of the trmj~1tory. 
Equations (h.29) and (A.30) m:'c 10e transversality condition for the 
free fill.Fll state prohlem (d + cd < df ) with terminal cost. Thus. the up n 
constant value of A for climb elr,.1 descent is found to be the negative of 
the cost pOl' un! t distance for cru!",e. 
The cruise l'ost l/J ( .. " A) if fr'OJnd by assuming that the aircraft is 
in static equ:l1 :fbrium dllr Lng Ci:UF~e (T • D). and that 
,I, (E) .... 
, c. (A.32) 
In other words, for any cruise altitude, there is an optimum thrust and 
airspeed such that the cost per unit distance tP(E ) is minimized. The 
c 
optimum cruise cost as a function of cruise energy is typically of the 
shape shown in Fig. A.3. Thus. there is also an optimum cruise energy 
E t where cruise cost l/J(E t) is minimized. If the range is long 
cop cop 
enough so that there is sufficient range to reach optimum cruise energy 
E
copt ' it should be done, and the cruise conditions should be set so that 
tP(Ec) • tP(Ecopt)' 
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Flgure A.3. Optimum Cruise Cost as a Function of Cruise Energy 
For the case wh~re there is no cruise segment (d f = dup + ddn)' 
the cost function containa only integral terms. Then, the transversaJity 
condition yields l. - ~i{t). That is, \. would be the negative of 
. c 
\jJ(t ), where I/,(t) is the optimum ,-oat for cruising at the highest point 
c c 
reached on the climb t raJl'c tory. 
The optimum crui~e energy E
cort 
is only specifically reached when 
there is range ~nough to climb to and descend from the optimum altitudel 
airspeed valul's, where ~. (E ) it-! minimum. For ranges less than this 
c 
valul', the maximum value of F. that is reached is a free variable lesf! than 
(' 
the optimum value. lt~ l'hoh~l' is Made to optimize the cost function of 
Eq. (A.23). 
From Eqs. {A.23) and (A.25), one can write 
H + 
at E • E. ThiM is 
c 
~ - - - -... ~----...... --.~-- .... 
(A.13) 
l 
, 1 
..J 
I 
I 
I 
j 
,-
L~ 
• 0 (A.34) 
where d
c 
is the cruise distance, and H is the total value of H (8 + Hd ) 
c up n 
at the cruise point. Thus, Eq. (A.34) can be used, alool with other 
characteristics of ~ and H, to determine the relationlhip between ~. B , and 
c 
dc ' The Hamiltonian evaluated at B • Bc 11 the COlt penalty to achieve a 
unit increase in cruise energy. For Hc > 0, Eq. (A.34) can be written al 
dc • -Hc/(c~/cE)E • e 
c 
(A.35) 
Figure A.4 shows the family of trajectories which have this characteristic. 
Thesd occur at values of E below E t where a~/aE < 0 (see Fig. A.3). 
c cop 
That is, non-zero cruise segments occur at short ranges with cruise energies 
less than the optimum energy value for long range. 
For the case where H • 0, d is zero for d~/~E < O. The distance 
c c 
d
c 
can be non-zero only at optimum cruise energy where a~/~E - O. This 
family of trajectories is sho·.m in Fig. A.5. 
Thus, we have a situation wr~re positive values of H dictate one 
c 
type of trajectory and zero valu~b dictdte another. In Ref. 17, it is 
shown that if the aircraft engine specific fuel consumption SFC is in-
• dependent of the thrust T (so that w • SFeT), then the structure of the 
trajectories will be like Fig. A.S with no cruise eegment occuring except 
at E t' (This l.mplies that the Hamiltonian H is zero at the maximum energy 
cop c 
point). For this case, the optimum thrust setting for climb is T ,and 
max 
the optimum setting for descent is Tidle • 
If the engine specific fuel consumption is dependent on thrust, and 
the thrust values are not constrained during climb or desc~nt, it is 
shown in Ref. 17., that the Hamiltonian H is again zero at the cruise 
c 
energy, and again the trajectory structure is like those of Fig. A.S. 
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If the BFC is dependent on thrust, and constrained to the l18.XiIIum 
value for cliab and to the min~ idle value for d.scent, than the 
Hamiltonian i. positive at crui... This caus •• po.itiv. crui ....... nt. 
accordinl to Eq. (A.l5) at cruis •• nerai •• b.low the opt~. For this 
ca.e, the optimum trajectori •• will have .hap.s siailar to Fil. A.4. 
Th ••• traj.ctories are slilhtly less effici.nt than tho •• of Fil. A.5. 
because one le •• control i. available for opttmiaation. 
Some Mechanization Detail. of the Computer Prolram 
The remaining .ections of this Appendix describe ilOW the previous 
theoretical material has been utilized to construct an offline computer 
program for generating optimur. vertical profile. for model. of medium range 
tri-jet and twin-jet transpllrt aircraft. This material is presented in 
an alternate way in Ref. 21, and the program is referred to here as 
OPTIM. 
By examining the specific fu~l consumption data of the turbojet 
engine, it is determined that SFC is dependent on thrust. Thus, for the 
transport models, two typeH of short range profiles must be considered -
those reprC'Aentt.'d by Fig. A.4 (Type 1 profile) when thrust is constrained 
and airspeed is the single control - and those represented by Fig. A.S 
(Type 2 profile) wl1l3 n both thru~t and airspeed are used aH ~ontrol~. 
rhe solut ion to optimum climb and descent profiles is found by 
minimizing the Hamiltonian expressed in Eqs. (A.3l). The independent 
variable (energy) is stepped along in fixed increments (e.g., 150 m 
(500 ft», and the Hamiltonian is minimized at each energy setting. 
Minimization occurs by finding the best va~ues of airspeed (Vup ' Vdn ) 
(and optionally thrust (n ,nd » so that the climb function and the up n 
descent function are individually minimized. 
To solve Eqs. (A.3l) requires knowing two more quantities: 
\ or ~(E ) ~ the cruise cost per unit distance. This comes from 
c evaluating Eq. (A.32) at the desired CrniRE' altitude. 
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Ic - th. cruis •• narsy. This is • function of th. cruis •• ltitud • 
• nd the •• aociatad crui ••• irsp •• d Obt.ined in ~. (A.32). 
Not. that for the Typ. 2 profile .t .hort rana •• , th.r. is no cruis • 
..... nt. In this c •••• the .. x~ .nara, achi.ved .t aaxtmum altitude 
i. referred to a. the cruis •• n.rIY !. At that .ltitude, th.r. still 
c 
is d.fined a mintmum crui.e co.t .ccordinl to Eq. (A.32). 
For the Typ. 1 trajectory of .hort ranse, th.r. exi.t. a non-sera 
cruise s.ament which is determin.d by us. of !q. (A.35). To solve Eq. 
(A.3S) require. that the Hamiltonian d.fined by F.qs. (A.3l) be .olved 
at the point of transition from climb-to-cruise. It also r.quire. 
knowing the slope 3~/aE of the cruise cost for a change in cr~i.e energy at 
that point. 
Cruise Optimization 
The first step that must be taken to compute optimum trajectories 
is to derive the optimum croise cost tP and its derivative aljl/:'1!. This 
is done by computing what is referred to as the "cruise table". The 
parameters that affect this table are the assumed cruise mass, the 
• 
wind profile, and the lift L, drag 0, thrust T, and fuel flow w 
characteristics of the aircraft. The optimization process searches over 
tbe acceptable ranges of altitude and airspeed for a given mass. The 
results are collected in tabular form for a series of different assumed 
cruise masses. 
Again, the minimum cost of flight during cruise per unit distance 
for a fixed cruise mass W is found by 
c 
min [ Cf ~ + Ct ] 
- \' V~V--
a a w 
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1 
I j 
Thi~ ... ume. that the aircraft i. in atatic aqul1lbr1u. durinl crul ••• i •••• 
T co. a • D, (A.37) 
L + T .1n a .. Ill. 
wh.re the anal.-of-attack a 18 found by lolvinl th •••• qua.tiona .i1l&1l-
tanaoualy. The altitude ia .t.pped in 305la (1000 ft) iucraaenu froa .u 
lavel to c.Uina altitude (wh.re lUXi .. thrut ju.t balance. draa). At 
altitud •• b.low cetlinl .ltitud., the air.p .. d - d.pendent draa curv. 
cro •••• the maximum thrust curv. at two point. (VI and V2) a. illustrat.d 
in Fia. A.6. Thus, for .ach altitude leval, the 'i,.luee of Vl and V2 
are deter~ined. and then ~(Wc,lc) ie minimi.ed with r •• pect to air.p •• d 
v~ b.tween the •• two limit.. kestrictiona are that Vl be Ir.ator than 
0.1 Mach .nd that V2 ha 1 ... than 0.89 Mach for the trt~j.t (0.84 for the 
twin jet) for structural reasona. 
After the crui.e coat is minimized at each discrete altitude level. 
these numbers are stored in Q table with altitude aa the independ.nt 
variable. Typical result" < ..... plotted in 'Fig. A.7. Presented here are 
also the optimum cruise Mach numb~r M t and the optimum thru.t setting 
op 
EPR
opt ' After results are obtained in ~t~p. of 305 m (1000 ft), the 
minimum ('ost point is found as a function of altitude. In the OPHM pro-
gram. the cruise table optimization results are obtained by using a 
Fibonacci search with ten Fibonacci numbers. (See R~f. 22). 
The cruiae table results are obtained for cruise mass varying as 
dictat~d by the program input. Usually, the cruise mass is incremented 
in steps of 2268 kg (5000 lb). Up to ten values of cruise mass can be 
uHed. For edch cruise mass. the optimal cruise altitude, cost, speed, 
power setting. fuel flow and specific energy are computed. An example 
of optimum cruise cost and a function of cruise mass is shown in Fig. A.B. 
Climb Optimi~0J! 
After the crui~e tables Are generated, the program proceeds with 
obtaining the optimum climb trajectory. This requires guessing what the 
cruise mass will be. based on the takeoff mass. The guess is used to 
obtain a trial value for ~ (or \) in the Hamiltonian from the cruise 
c 
tables. The procedure to obtain this guess is based on an empirical for~ 
mula which iterates until convergence is made. 
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The climb optimization process starts by assuming IjJ (Ec) .. 1. 5 IjJ (EcoPt)' 
where ~(E t) is first obtained by setting the initial cruise mays W i 
cop c 
equal to the takeoff mass <an input). The appropriate cruis~ tables 
are used to int~r.polate to find the corresponding value of E associated 
c 
wi th L 5 1/1 • Then, an empirical formula of the form 
(A.3S) 
4.8 used to obtein an approximation to the fuel burned to reach Ec' Her!:!, 
Ei is the takeoff aircraft energy, W
ref is a reference mass (61690 kg 
(136000 Ib) for the tri-jet) and Wei is the previous value of cruise mass. 
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Then, the cruise mae. 1.. updated at W ~ • W ~ - F , This process 1s c~ c~ up 
repeated until the difference in consecutive estimate. of F falls below 
up 
45 kg (100 lb). 
When the cruise mass e.t~te i. obtained, the corresponding value. 
of Ic and ~(Ic) are obtained from the cruise table8, Then, the program 
i8 raady to generate points on the optimum climb trajectory. This i8 done 
by incrementing 8pecific energy and m1.ntmiz1na the Hamiltonian function 
H (I). 
up 
• Cf W + Ct - ~(Ic) (Va + Vw) 
E (A.39) 
at each point. (This 1s the first of !qs. (A.3l». That is, the program 
2 
starts with initial energy F.o • ho + Vo /2g. It steps the ene~~y a fixed 
amount ~E ~say 150 m (500 ft). At this point, it searches over true air-
speed V (and possibly thrust setting TI) so that Eq. (A.39) is minimized. 
a 
For the turbojet engines, thrust is governed by EPR settings which vary 
between 1.1 (idle thrust) and some maximum value less than 2.4. The true 
airspeed has an upper limit governed by 
a). 0.89 Mach structural limits (tri-jet); 0.84 (twin jet) 
b). 250 kt (lAS) below 304& m (10000 ft) for ATC restrictions, 
c). V-2g(E-h) which insures that the aircraft climbs, and 
d). V2, the upper value shown in Fig. A.6 where max thrust 
equals drag. 
n,e lower limit is governed by 
a). VI' the lower value shown in Fig. A.6 where max thrust 
equals drag, 
b). 0.1 Mach 
c). 1.5 m/sec (S ft/sec) less than the previous value of Va 
to llm1t large jumps in flight path angle. 
The Fi~onacci search technique is again used to determine V and TI 
a 
which minimize Eq. (A.39) for the fixed value of energy E. The value 
chosen for airspeed is accurate to within .0056 Mach, and EPR is accurate 
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to within .009. Associated with thee. valu •• of Va and n are value. of 
• energy rate E (Eq. (A.16» and altitude h: 
2 
h • E - Va /2g • 
Fr~m these, approximate value. of ttme, range, flight path angle, and 
fuel burned are obtained from 
~t • ~E/E, 
sin y • (~h/~t)/Va 
x • I:~x ~x • (\ cos y + V (h» ~t 
• 
w 
F • I:~F ~F 
• w ~t • 
The above process is repeated by stepping along energy in incre-
ments of ~E until E is r~ached. The last value of Eq. (A.39) is 
c 
stored for possible use in evaluating the cruise distance. 
(A.40) 
(A.41) 
The above climb optimization procedure is repeated with W • 1.SW
c
' 
1.~ , and perhaps Qther values until the total range of flight converges 
c 
to the appropriate value. This is discu~sed in further detail later. 
Descent Optimization 
The descent optimization is v~ry similar to the climb optimization 
with regard to the equations which are evaluated. The optimization pro-
cess requil~s estimated values of E and W at the beginning of descent, 
c c 
and an estimate of mass Wf at the end of descent. The method used 
to obtain these estimates is discussed in the next section. 
If there is a cntise portion of flight, fuel will be burned during 
cruise. Thus, t',le value of l!.cf' lJi, and Wcf at the beginning of descent 
will usually be different than at the beginning of cruise. If there is no 
crui.se portion, than these values will be identical. 
The descent profile is obtained by starttng at the final energy 
state and then going backwards in time. The energy rate is constrained 
to be negative with respect to forward time. 
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Similar descent profile constraints exist on true airspeed .. for 
thOSA of the climb p~Qfile. The thrust level 1- on or near the idle value 
during descent. 
Cruise Fuel Burn 
To estimate the final mass during cruise (Wef ) and landing (Wf ), 
the following steps are taken: 
1). 
2) 
3) • 
Determine ~ , the initial cruise cost based on the initial 
c 
cruise mass Wei obtained from the climb optimization. 
Use the initial cruise mass and $ t'" c.ompute the fuel flow 
c 
• 
w($c) 
Estimate the cruise range de by the empirical equations, 
P • $ 1$ t· 1.5 , c cop 
dc • blP4 + b2P
3 
+ b3P2 • b~P + bS • 
4). Compute the cruise fuel as 
F • ~($ ) d I(v + V (h ». c ~ c c W' c 
5). Estimate the average cruise mass as 
W - W - 0.5F c c c 
6). Use the cruise table to obtain the corresponding cruise cost 
(A.42) 
(A.43) 
(A.44) 
- - ~- -~ t altitude h t fuel flow w(~ ), true airspeed V , and wind 
c c c c 
speed V (h). 
w 
7). Recompute Eq. (A.43~ and then find the final cruise mass, 
w • W - F • cf ci c (A.45) 
8). Use the value Wcf in the cruise tables to obtain ~(Wcf)' 
As with the climb, set ~ • 1. 5 ~ (W cf) • 
9). Use this value of ~ to obtain hcf and Ecf from the cruise 
table&. These are the end conditions for the descent trajectory 
obtained backwards in time. 
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10). Estimate the landina .... frOll the "pirieal foraula 
P • 1.S, (A.46) 
The values of ~,Eef and Wf obtained by the above procedure are used for 
obtainina the optimum dt..sc6.nt t": • .iI·!·Ory. The descent portion of the 
Hamiltonian is of the form 
this function is also minimized at each of the given values of energy. 
After the first descent profile is completed, a new estimate of 
cruise distance is obtained by using Eq. (A.3S), or 
• -(H + Hd )/(3~/3E) up n 
(A.47) 
(A.48) 
Then, step (4) abovl.! is rl!'peated to obtain an impro,.,ed cruiBe fuE.! burn. 
Then, the improved landing mass estimate is 
Wf - Wi - (F + F + Fd ) • . up c n 
The landing trajectory is reoptimized with this new value of 
landing maRS. Then, improved values of total range traveled, time 
required, and fuel burned during climb, cruise, and descent are made. 
(A.49) 
For short range flight, the above steps ass\med that a Type 1 trajec-
tory iA generated because thrust is constrained to maximum value during 
climb and idle value during descent. If thrust is free, then a Type 2 
trajectory will result, with no cruise portion. For this case, the steps 
required to estimate cruise distance d and final cruisl.! cost, mass, and 
c 
energy cap be eliminated. 
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Cruis. Cost E.timatinn 
The first climb and d.scent profile. are generated with ~ • 1.5~ c 
(! ) The next s~t is generated with ,I, • l.~ (! t)· Each of copt • ~c cop 
the.e values of crui.e cost have an a.sociated range on the curve .hown 
in Fig. A.9. If the total rani_ desired is greater than Rmax(the value 
obtained using 1.O~ (E
eopt»' then it is ... umed that the opti.um cruise 
altitude and energy are reached. Then a third set of clt.b and de.cent 
profile. is generated using ~(E t). In this case, the cruise distance 
cop 
is computed SO that the desired overall range is exactly achieved. 
If the desired range is between R i and Ru in Fig. A.9, then an m n x 
iterative proce.s is used to obtain ~(E ) and the associated desired c 
range. Iterations are stopped when the total range traveled is within 
some small distance € of the desired range. (In OPTIM. E is set at 5 n.mi.) 
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APPD'DIX B 
DC IN! MODEL DEVELOPMDT 
The model ins of the turbotan engine for the twin-jet aircraft in 
program OPTIM required chana.. to subroutines FCLIMB, ENGEPR. and ENGIDL 
[22]. Idle thrust and idle fuel flow are computed in ENGIDL and FCLIMB, 
and thrust and fuel flow at all other powar .ettings are computed with a 
call to subroutine ENGEPR. The actual computations are done in subroutine 
ENGEP3. All engine data is stored in tables in the BLOCK DATA sub-
program. 
Idle Performance 
Firure B.l shows idle performance (net thrust and fuel flow) for 
the engine taken from the engine installation handbook. Note that surge 
bleeds can be either o~~n or closed depending upon altitude and flight 
Mach number. To model this phenomena, two sets of tables were developed -
one for bleeds closed and one for bleeds open (see Figs. B.2 and B.3). 
Then, an additional table was developed to determine the altitude for 
surge bleed closure as a function of flight Mach number (see Fig. B.4). 
Figures B.5 and B.6 show idle performance for cold and hot days. It is 
assumed that the fuel flow varies in inverse proportion to the square 
root of the TT2 ratio. This is expressed as 
• W fuel non STD 
-.--
wfllel SrD 
T T2 non STD 
TT2 STD 
= 
TT2' in degrees absolute, is the stagnation temperature at the compressor 
inlet. There is essentially no change in idle thrust due to temperature 
variation. 
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HuiMult .. ina pr ... ure ratio (IP'I) 11 dec.emined at aacb fl1aht coo-
dltloa to ialure that the eIlliae 11 DOt •• t b.,.oDd ita operat:loul lillit.. 
M .hown ia Fll. 1.7. the auiaua IPt. for cl1ab h a fuaet10tt of the COll-
pr ... or ialet t .. petature (TT2) only (which i. co.putad fro. Mach aUMber 
and altitude). Likewhe, 1UXi .. !PI at cruile 11 a functioa of TT2 ooly. 
Two d1ffereat curve. are Ulad: oae for altitude < ?144 kII ClOOOO ft) and 
ona for altitude ~ 10.668 b (35000 ft). Bat'.IMtl 9.144 Ilad 10.668 ba 
(30000 and 35000 it), and the .. xtaum BPI i .... ~ to vary linearly. 
!naine Thruat 
Filure 8.8 live. corrected thru.t (thrult/ambient pre.,ure ratio) 
as a functioa of flilht Mach number and the enline pre •• ure ratJo for the 
twin-jet aircraft. Flgur~ B.9 i. a repeat of Fi&. 8.8 with additional 
dat~ which repre.entn the same engine performance in the tri-jet aircraft. 
It can be .een that with one exception the trl-jet data lid. below the 
twin-jet data.* It was found that the tri-jet engine data represented 
installed thrust with the value. being an average of the three engine. on 
the aircraft. Because the middle engine on the tri-jet aircraft Bufferl 
greater inlltalled 10ues because of the "S" shaped inlet duct. it is not 
surprising that the thrust ,hown in lesli. The progr3m ,elects the appro-
priate engine data for each aircraft. 
Engine Fuel Flow 
Engine corrected fuel flow is shown in Fig. B.10 •• a function of the 
engine pressure ratio and I.ltitude. Note that the corrected fuel flow is 
also a function of flight Mach number for EPR Ie •• than 1.6. The correction 
* The one exception LS at M • 0.7 and EPR • 1.85. This data point wa~ 
presumed to be in error, and a smooth c~:ve i8 assumed. 
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factor for fuel flow, K , 18 • aiJnple Unear equation developed froll the 
e 
Itraiaht line ahown on the inlet in Pla. a.10. That ia, 
with TT2 in deara.1 centiarade. 
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APl'DJ)U C 
MODELLING OF THE 'NUl-JET AlacJ.A.lT ADO~lC8 
Proar.. OPTIH ~mpute. the dynamic force. ~n fli,ht for the coaplete 
trajectory - clt.b. crui.e and descent. Thua. aerodynamic models are re-
quired to compute lift and draa force. over the complete ranae of altitude 
and Mach number in the flight envelope of the aircraft. The fol1owina 
.ections outline the twin-jet aerodynamic models now used in OPTIH. 
Draa Force 
The dimen.ion1 ••• aerodynamic drag force coefficient 1 •• eparated 
into its important contributing elements. At a given angle of attack. a. 
C -o COBASIC + ACDGEAR 
where COBASIC is the basic drag coefficient for the airplane in free air, 
with the landing gear retracted, no spoilers deflected and not in ground 
effect. The curves include trim data for level flight. 
The low speed drag coefficient is shown in Fig. C.l as a function of 
angle-of-attack and flap position. The flaps-up data on this plot are for 
stall only, where CL is a function of angle-of-attack. The flaps-up data 
are aho~n only for angles-of-attack larger than 8 degrees. 
The high speed drag coefficient, showing Mach effects for the flaps-up 
configuration, is plotted in Fig. C.2 as a function of Mach number and lift 
coefficient CL* (CL* is defined later) with gear retracted, no spoilers de-
flected and out of ground effect. The M < .6 curve is only to be used for 
lift coefficients smaller than .757, which agrees with angle-of-attack of 
8 degrees or less for a trimmed airplane. 
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j 
1 
In Eq. (C.l) the coefttci.nt ~!Al i. the inc~eaeDt in baaic dral 
coefficient due to the .. ill and no.e landinl leal: ateuion liven by the 
followiDiz 
6ClXH!AJ. III • 
The low-apeed dra. illC~_ant, (~!A.I}M-O 1J plotted in Pil. C.l I. • a 
Lunction of anlle-of-attack and flap .ettinl. The fl.pa-up Mach number 
factor, (COO!AR)M ts plotted in Fll. C.4. 
(COOEAR.)M-O 
Specific data points are identified ~n each of Figs. C.l - C.4 de.-
rribed above. The •• points are tabulated in .ub~outine CDRAG3 in Program 
OPTIM. 
Li!\: Force 
The dimensionless aerodynami~ lift force coefficient of the airplane 
ia Repnrated into its important contributing elements as 
Also, 
c * • L 
(C.2) 
(C.3) 
(C.4) 
H~re. CL* is used in the calculation of the basic drag roefficient. C LBASIC 
is the basic lift coefficient for the rigid airplane at low speed in free 
air, and with landing gear retracted. The coefficient is plotted as a 
function of angle-of-attack a, and flap setting in Fig. C.S. Also, the 
term ReI ) - (eL ) ] is the deviation of the basic airplane flap~-up L '0 H 0 M-O 
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J 
I. 
lift coeffici.,t at a • O' with KIch ... ber. '!'he ta-. [(~) M ... \~O) M-O] 
i. plotted OD 'ia. C.6. 
Tha t.m, [(::)M ... (:: ~] Q 18 the cS..,1at101l fr_ the baic lift 
coefficient due to the vari.tion of tha lift curva .lope .t a • O· with 
HKh .... bttr and altitude, ,.... tara [(:: ~ -(:: )Jto()] 10 plotted i1l 
li,. C. 7, and the M-O valua it the dope of tha flap. up C, .t a • O· 0 
a..usIC 
As with the dr., data in the previbul laction, .pacific data ~intl 
ara identified in ria. C.5 - Co7. The •• point. ar. tabulated in ,ubroutine 
CLIFT3 in Prolr •• OPTIM. 
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CLIMB rum. ESTIMATB 
Fuel burned durin& cltab t. eatt.ated in .ubroutine FULIST [22] .0 
that the aircraft .... at the beginning of crui.e can be determined b.fn~~ 
actually computing the cltab portion of the flight. A new c~rrelation of 
the climb fuel flow was e.tablished ~alna data from OPTIH run •• 
Piaure D.l ia a plot of the correlation which .howa that the fuel 
fraction of initial .... u.ed in climb ia a function of the chana_ in 
energy atate (E
ci - Eto) and the initial gro .... aa. 
The correlation is a5 follows: 
where 
-12 -6 SLOPE • 2.9 x 10 (Wto) + .3625 x 10 J 
E -
V 2 
~+ h 2g • 
Here, for these numerical values, the OPTlM program uses 
WfCL • fuel burned in climb, lb, 
"'to • 
initial climb mass, lb, 
V .. true. airspeed, ft/sec , 
a 
h • altitude, ft, 
32.2 ft/sec 2 g • . 
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APPEIDIX I 
AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS or MOTION AID AUTOPILOT HODI1.8 
The objective of the TIAG!N prolraa i. to .iaulatea transport air-
craft being .teered to fly alons either an input or computed reference 
trajectory. This trajectory may either be a cli.b or de.cent profile. 
The si.ulation must be accurate .noulh .uch that the performance of the 
aircraft (in terms of fuel burned anJ ti.e requiTed to reach the destina-
tion point) is adeqcately determined, as .... ured from the output. 
Adequate accuracy is obtained with a five~stat. variable longitudinal 
aircr'!lft model. 
The purpose of this appendix 1s to present the analytical expressions 
upon which the simulation was developed; this is done in two parts. The 
first section below defines the overall system and presents the differential 
equations of motion and fuel burn. The second section describes different 
methods for generating typical guidance commands and autopilot equations. 
Equations of Motion and Fuel ~urn 
To examine the vertical plofile of the aircraft (i.e.~ altitude and 
airspeed VB range), the longitudinal equations of motion are of primary 
importance. The short period equations of motion and the throttle dynamics 
are ignored. Thus, the control variables in this longitudinal plane are 
the angle-of-attack a and the magnitude of the thrust vector T. These 
quantities are shown with respect to aircraft true airspe~d V t lift L. 
a 
drag D. mass W, and flight path angle y in Fi~. E.I. 
The kinematic equations of motion of the aircraft in the longitldinal 
plane are 
• x - V cos y + V 
a w 
h .. V dn y 
a 
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where 
Figure E.l Vector Diaaram of Lonaitudinal Forces 
x - distance, or range, measured on the ground, 
h - altitude, 
Vw - wind speed. 
The inertial speed along the true airspeed vector Va is 
VI - V + V cos,,! a w 
From Fig. E.l, the tim~ rate of change of this v~ctor for constant y is 
•• 1 
V + V cos y • - (T cos a - D - W sin y). 
a w m 
The time rate of change of the wind speed is 
JV 
• w • V 
- ~h w 
LW 
• ~V sin 'r 3h a 
• Substituting Eq. (E.4) into Eq. (E.3) and solving for V leaves 
a 
• 1 avw Va • m (T cos a - D - W sin y) - ah Va sin y cos y 
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(E.5) 
'I 
J 
!lao, f roll Fil. E .1, ooe can Wl"ite 
1 
. -
- W + T s':'o ( y + ex ) - D .io Y ) • (L co. Y Il 
Equatioo. (1.5) &ad (1.6) represent the kiaetic equations of motion of 
the aircraft. 
The remaiaina term that IlU.t be accounted for i. the time-varyiol 
.... of the aircraft. Specifyiol the thrust also specifies the fuel 
• • flow w. Thus, the ... s chances at the rate 
• • 
W • -w. 
Equations (1.1), (1.5), (1.6), and (1.7) are the five basic equations 
used to represent the longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft. Lift and 
drag (L and D) are computed a8 functions of Va' h, and ex. Fuel flow 
• 
w is a function of Va' h. and thrust T. 
Further refinement could be added to these equations to include the 
effects of the following: 
1). throttle dynamics (including transient fuel flow); 
2). relationship between throttle position, EPR setting, and thrust; 
3). short period dynamics relating time rate of change of angle-
of-attack, pitch rate, and pitch angle to elevator deflection; 
4). required turning (lateral) motion for flying over fixed waypoints; 
and 
5). lateral wind and gust effects. 
However, these effects are considered to be of second order, and not re-
quired for the intent of this simulation. For a more exact autopilot 
simulation, they would be required. 
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The flight path anale i. defined .. 
y • aln-l (h/Va ) (B.8) 
By differentatins this expre.sion and usins Iqa. (1.5) and (B.6), one obtain. 
• y 
I avw 2 
• ;v- (T .in a - W coa y + L + m 3h Va ain y). 
a 
Equation (E.9) can be u.ed in place of Sq. (8.6). 
Steerins Procedure. 
The reference trajectories which are given to be followed consist of 
a sequence of points containing values of time, range, altitude, airspeed, 
flight path angle, specific energy, mass, and other variables. Any of 
these quantities which is measurable and monotonically changins can serve 
as the independent variable. To minimize airborne computer memory re-
quirements, it is important to make the stored data representing the re-
ference trajectory as compact as possible. 
In this study, a set of steering equations is used to take points 
(1.9) 
from the reference trajectory, convert these points to reference trajectory 
commands, and then use these commands to set values of the control vari-
ables. Thib steering process represents a rudimentary form of an autopilot. 
The steering process consistc of commanding the thrust T and anglp--
of-attack a values so that the aircraft follows the reference as closely 
as possible. The system that includes this procesq is depicted by the 
block diagram in Fig. E.2. Note that flying along a reference trajectory 
consists of steering to connect a series of reference points. When a re-
f~rence point is reached, new steering commands mURt be issued so that the 
aircraft will then be guided to the next reference point. 
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Figure E.2. Elements of the Longitudinal Aircraft Model 
To fly along the reference path, an independent variable is first 
chosen, For this study, two different independent variables were chosen -
altitude for climb and range for descent. Then, the remaining variableB -
primarily airspeed, flight path angle, and altitude (for range .s the in-
dependent variable) - are stored as tabular functions of the cho~en in-
dependent variable. 
Also, it is possible to fly along a nominal path using two approaches: 
1). An open-loop approach where the thrust vector is directed 
in such a way over the next period that by the end of that 
period the next reference point is reached. 
2). A closed-loop approach where the aircraft is continually 
steered to a continuously commanded trajectory which connects 
the reference points. 
Both of these approaches were examined for simulation of f1iing the climb 
profile. However, good results were only obtained with the closed-loop 
approach. 
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A probl. with OP,q-loop atMriq i. that it ... UN. that eon.tat 
or linearly vary in, CODtrol. will cause the end point. of a refereoce 
profile to b. connected. '11\18 a •• uaptiOll doe. IWt account for perturba-
tion. due to wind. etc. aloul the way. Altoouch the open-loop .. thod. 
produce path. which have rouahly correct value. of air.p~.d and altitude 
at liven ran'e valu ••• there were lar,e excur.ion. fro. theaTeference 
fliaht path anile for the climb profile •• 
Another problem with the open-loop approaches wa. that both a and T 
were varied to achieve fixed value. of Va and h for liven ran,e p~inta. 
For optimU1ll climb. thruat b usually .et at the maximual value. Thua. 
u.uaU·· only a remain. l\S a valid control variable. 
Another consideration for implementing the climb profile il that 
there is no reason why a particular cruise condition (altitude. air.pead) 
haa to be achieved when a certain range x is reachad. Thus. a more logical 
independent variable is altitude, with range allowed to b~ a free variable. 
For these reasons. a closed-loop steering approach was devised whare 
reference values of flight path angle (with respect to the air mass) and 
airspeed are obtained as functions of altitude. (Tbi, assumes that 
altHude is monotonically increasing dur:f.ng climb.) A pertUl'bation control 
law was set up so that variations in a from a reference valu~ a were 
o 
proportional to variations in y and V from their respective command values. 
a 
Because y and Va tend to change linearly with time. they can be 
considered as ramp funct: .. ons. Thus, the closed-loop controller should be 
considered to b~ at least a Type 1 system. From Eqs. (E.5) and (E.9), with 
no wind, the system perturbation equations are 
. 3D aD moV 
-
- T sin CL ,~o. -
<Sa <Sa - rv 6V - w cos yoy, a a 
a 
• oa + JL aL oV sin yoy. m V f,y • T cos a. ,\a. + av +W a Cla a 
a 
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where the time conatant. and other parameter. are function. of the para-
•• ter. in Sq. (E.lO). 
The control problem can now be interpreted a. shown in Pig. B.3, 
To obtain the Type 1 .ystem, the control law ha. to be of the form 
V 
K2 
Oa • (K +-) 1 • 
ac + 
Airspeed 
Conl .. cl Law 
OIl 
Gamma 
Control Law 
Yc 
+ 
av 
......a 6V (Ill 
¥a 6y + 
Figure E.3 Control Loops for Perturbation Control of 
Airspeed and Flight Path Angle. 
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where Vac and Ye are the caaa.nded value. ot Va aDd Y. fbi. 1. the cla .. 1ea! 
proportional-plu.-1nte.ral controller. Caina are cho.en to produce the 
de.ired re.pon.e for removal ot profile error •• 
To lenerate the coatinuou. co.aand. Va
c 
and Y c durin. CIUtb, the cOliputa-
tiona made at each reference poiut are 
Then 
av 
a 
'fJl • 
Y
c • 
Va n+l - VilU 
hU+l - hn 
Y + 
(1.13) 
u (h - hn> ~ (K.14) 
av V Va + (h - h > a • 
oh a n c n 
~l~n the flight path angle is very small (during the iuitial period of 
flight and when the aircraft levela off at 3048m (10000 ft) to gain speed be-
fore resuming climb), Eqs. (£.14) do not work well. For these casea, it 18 
more appropriate to set 
(E.15) 
v - V 
ac a n+1 
and use the centrol law 
K 
00 • (K3 +~) (y _ y). s c (E.16) 
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The above ... thod worked quite well in caWlinl th" daulated profile to 
clo .. ly follow the reference path. ODly cme .et of .aln value ••• 
lufficient for the entire trajectory. 
Por decendinl fliaht, the thruat ~ain i. ulually con.trainad (idle) 
for opt~ perforaance. Al.o, for this ca.e, the main concern i. to reach 
a fixed altitude when ranle-to-Io to the de.tination point 18 a certain 
value. 'nlUl, above 3048 II (10000 ft), the airapead can be allowed to ba a 
free variable. '01:' thb ca.e, only inertial fliaht path Y Ie b required to 
be ccntroUed. 
To ,enerate a continuous commend YIc' the computation made at each 
reference point is 
• 
-1 tan 
Then, the control law is similar to Eq. (E.16), i.e. 
Oct • 
where inertial values of flight path angle arp u~ed rather than those with 
respect to the air mass. Equations (E.17) and (E.18) form the basiS for 
clos~d-Ioop control of descending flight. Again, one set of gains i~ 
sufficient for the entire descent profil~. 
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